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On the dating of two early 2nd century coin issues  
from Kos and the IGCH 1320 hoard

Abstract*
This paper presents and discusses the dates of two Koan silver issues, 
drachms with young Herakles/crab and club in incuse, and hemidrachms 
with Apollo/lyre. A date in the 190s BC is suggested on several grounds. 
Weights and diameters correspond with those of HI XII and XIII of the 
3rd century, suggesting that the issues discussed here followed shortly 
thereafter. The other Koan silver issues of the 2nd century were minted 
on a lower weight-standard. The IGCH 1320 hoard contains examples 
of both issues, and the other Koan issues in it date to the middle and 
second half of the 3rd century or the 190s/c. 190. Groups of homonyms 
occur in issues dating to the end of 3rd/early 2nd century. A connection 
with Kalymnos seems likely for the hemidrachms, and this may suggest 
a date early in the 190s during the war with king Philip V of Macedonia.

This study concerns two issues of Koan silver, drachms and 
hemidrachms on the Rhodian standard, presently dated to 
the 170s.1 The drachms show a head of young Herakles r./
crab, club, and the hemidrachms a head of Apollo r./lyre. 
They belong to a transitional period in the history of the 
Koan mint with both conservative and innovative traits.2 As 
only a comparatively small number of coins is known from 
both issues, no full study of them was made until the early 
2000s when H. Ingvaldsen presented them.3 Using a substan-
tially enlarged body of data, the aim here is to reinvestigate 
the issues in order to establish a more secure dating and to see 
how they fit into what we know of Koan history. A review of 
IGCH 1320, the only published hoard containing coins from 
these two issues, is also included.4

The catalogues below contain 44 drachms with eight 
names and 45 hemidrachms with 16, six of the names being 

1 All dates are BC unless otherwise stated. The two issues were first 
connected by Robinson in 1936 when he pointed out that they shared 
three names.
2 The estimated weight standard of both issues is the same as the 3rd 
century issues. The drachms form one of the last silver issues depicting 
Herakles on the obverse whereas the hemidrachms showing Apollo, the 
father of Asklepios, present a new obverse type. Herakles had for two 
centuries been the main deity on Koan coins, but from c. 200 Asklepios 
took his place.
3 Ingvaldsen 2002, issues XXIII and XXIV.
4 It is the only Koan hoard from this period which contains more than 
two different issues, both silver, from three different mints and Koan 
bronze. It has thus played a central role in previous discussions. Ingvald-
sen (2002, 158) reported that one drachm and two hemidrachms (ANS 
nos. 1944.10048492–94) belong to the unpublished IGCH 1321 hoard 
found on Rhodes and reportedly containing c. 400 coins (Noe 1937, 
no. 864). The ANS tickets for nos. 1944.10048492 and 1944.10048493 
confirm this. The ANS also holds 24 of the Rhodian drachms from this 
hoard. They are still unpublished, but photographs were, in April 2012, 
placed on the ANS homepage. According to Ingvaldsen (2002, 158, n. 
495) they are not included in Jenkins’s 1989 lists.

* I am most grateful to Pierre Requier for letting me use his private 
catalogue of coins containing a number of previously unpublished exam-
ples; most of the coins listed here were collected by him. His comments 
on the manuscript in various stages have been of great aid. Vassiliki Stefa-
naki generously gave me permission to include some coins located and 
identified by her. She has read an earlier version of the manuscript, en-
hancing it with her comments. I am also grateful to Peter van Alfen for 
his help with the Rhodian plinthophoric drachms from IGCH 1321, to 
Panagiotis Iossif for discussing various issues pertaining to the article, to 
Warren Esty for his important contribution concerning the estimated 
number of original dies, and to the anonymous readers for helpful com-
ments which have increased the quality of the paper. Any mistakes are 
my own. Several museums have provided excellent photographs. My 
thanks go to the photographers in Berlin (R. Saczewski, Staatliche Mu-
seen zu Berlin—Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Münzkabinett), London (K. 
Wenger, British Museum) © Copyright courtesy of The Trustees of the 
British Museum, New York (E. Stolyarik, the American Numismatic So-
ciety, ANS), Glasgow (Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow), and 
Oxford (V. Heuchert, Ashmolean). I am also grateful to the Numismatic 
Museum in Athens, the National Museum in Copenhagen and the Bib-
liotheque Nationale de France in Paris for permission to have coins pho-
tographed. Credits for photographs from these museums are as follows: 
Athens, M. Mauzy; Copenhagen, H. Kanger; Paris, P. Requier; Kos, V. 
Stefanaki.
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common to both. There are altogether 89 coins, 48 obverse 
dies and 18 names.5 In 2002 Ingvaldsen listed a total of 48 
coins, 30 obverse dies and seven names.6 He was the first to 
discuss the issues in a comprehensive way. About a century 
earlier Head had published and dated the few specimens in 
the BM; later studies by Robinson (1936) and Kroll (1964) 
did not focus on these particular issues, and their conclusions 
were based on the few coins in the coin hoard IGCH 1320. 
Originally the issues would have been large, almost certainly 
larger than the 3rd century issues of drachms and hemi-
drachms, HI XII and XIII7 (see Appendix), but, as already 
Ing valdsen noted, they were minted over a much shorter pe-
riod of probably less than ten years, as compared with over 50 
years for HI XII and XIII.

I received Stefanaki’s volume ΚΩΣ I after the manuscript 
had been submitted and I have thus not been able to include 
her published results. Some information had been given me 
earlier and in these instances I have noted the page numbers 
of her volume in my references. I have also inlcuded her cata-
logue numbers in my catalogue.

5 The lists of coins presented in this article are the result of the efforts 
of several persons. Without the generous aid of P. Requier and V. Stefa-
naki they would not contain the present number of coins. When search-
ing for coins belonging to these two issues the major museums were cov-
ered as were the relevant institutions in Greece. As for the market, over 
the last 20 years the major part of it was covered by Pierre Requier. Vas-
siliki Stefanaki made a separate search and our results were then pooled. I 
think that, between us, we have covered most of the extant examples, but 
some may have escaped our notice.
6 Coins of these two issues rarely appear on the market. Most of the 
previously unpublished coins presented here belong to the collections in 
Berlin and Paris which, except for one coin, were not included in Ing-
valdsen’s study.
7 HI + Roman numeral stands for number of issue in Ingvaldsen’s cata-
logue of coins (Ingvaldsen 2002).

Catalogues and discussion
Only some of the coins listed below can be placed in a relative 
chronological order, but I have placed the dies known to be 
earlier before later ones.8

dRACHMS (pls. 1–3)

Obv. Head of young Herakles r.
Rev. Crab; below, club. Above crab, ΚΩΙΩΝ; below club, 
name. All in shallow incuse square. On most coins one or two 
control letters are placed left and/or right of the claws of the 
crab (Δ, Ε, Κ and Κ Ε).9

no. Obv/Rev Weight Axis diam
  (g) (h) (mm)
ΑΡΧΙΑΣ (∆, K, K E)
1. 1/1 2.49 12  New York, ANS 1960.170.
     287 (HI 5a, VS 169310).
     Pl. 1
2. 2a11/2 3.36 11 15 Paris, BN 1211, K left of l. 
     claw. (VS 1691) Pl. 1
3. 2b/3 3.02 12 16 London, BMC 118, K right  
     of r. claw (HI 6a, VS 1692). 
     Pl. 1
4. 2/4 2.98   Karlsruhe, Badisches Landes-
     museum (VS 1695) K E.
5. 3a/5 3.13 12  15 Oxford, IGCH 1320 (Rob-
     inson1936, 193), K left of l. 
     claw, Ε right of r. claw (HI 
     7a, VS 1697). Pl. 1
6. 3c/6 3.09 12 16 Paris, BN 1209, K left of l. 
     claw, Ε right of r. claw (VS 
     1694). Pl. 1
7. 4/? 2.66 12 18 Athens 5658a, K left of l. 
     claw, Ε(?) right of r. claw 
     (HI 8a, VS 1698). Pl. 1
8. 5/7 2.86 12 15 London, BMC 117, ∆ left  
     of l. claw (HI 4a, VS 1690). 
     Pl. 1

8 Abbreviations: ANS = American Numesmatic Society; BN = Bibli-
othèque Nationale; BMC = British Museum Catalogue of coins 19, Caria 
and islands; Mk = Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Preussische Kulturbesitz 
Münzkabinett.
9 Information on cat. nos. 4 and 29 was provided by V. Stefanaki.
10 HI + number stands for coins in Ingvaldsen’s 2002 catalogue of issue 
XXIII; VS + number stands for coins in Stefanaki 2012.
11 The small letters indicate the order, determined by die wear, in which 
the obverse dies were used.
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9. 6a/8 2.80 12 16 Paris, BN 1207 (Wadding- 
     ton 2788), ∆ left of l. claw  
     (VS 1689). Pl. 1

ΑΡΑΤΟΣ (∆, K)
10. 6b/9 3.05 12 16 Berlin, Mk 18211754, acq. 
     1900 Imhoof-Blumer, ∆ 
     left of l. claw (VS 1685).  
     Pl. 1
11. 7/10 3.14  12 15 Oxford, Oman 1947, K left 
     of l. claw (HI 1a, VS 1686). 
     Pl. 1
12. 8/11 2.63 12 17 London, Robinson 1934-3- 
     12-15, IGCH 1320, K right 
     of r. claw (HI 2a, VS 1687). 
     Pl. 1
13. 9/12 2.92 12 16 Paris, BN 1206, (Waddington  
     2737, HI 3a, VS 1688). Pl. 1

ΑΡΙΣΤΑΙ(O)Σ (K E)
14. 3b/13 2.97 11 17 Kos museum, N 706, Obolos 
     8, 133, pl. I.12 (Grigoriadou),  
     K left of l. claw, Ε(?) right  
     of r. claw (VS 1699). Pl. 2
15. 10a/14a 3.02 12 15 London, Robinson 1934-3- 
     12-16, IGCH 1320, K left  
     of l. claw, Ε(?) right of r.  
     claw (HI 9e, VS 1706). Pl. 2
16. 10b/14b 2.95  1 17 Paris, BN 1210, K left of l.  
     claw (VS 1701). Pl. 2
17. 10c/14c 2.48 12 14 Berlin, Mk 18211755, acq.  
     1925 Kassel, K left of l. 
     claw, Ε(?) right of r. claw  
     (VS 1708). Pl. 2
18. 10d/14d 2.78 12 15 Oxford, Milne 1924, K left  
     of l. claw, Ε(?) right of r.  
     claw (HI 9a, VS 1702). Pl. 2
19. 10e/14e 2.64  6 14.5 Vienna, KHM 18503. (VS  
     1700) Pl. 2
20. 10f/14f 2.61  15 Glasgow, Hunterian Coll.  
     Vol. II, p. 433, no. 11, K left 
     of l. claw (?) (VS 1710). Pl. 2
21. 10g/14g 2.45  2  New York, ANS 0000.999. 
     20798, K left of l. claw, Ε  
     (?) right of r. claw (HI 9f,  
     VS 1707). Pl. 2
22. 10/14   15 Dresden 1297 (HI 9b, VS  
     1703).
23. 10/14 2.50  2 17 SNG München 22, no. 512, 
     Taf. 27 (HI 9c, VS 1709).

24. 10/14 2.62 12 15 Leiden 6217 (HI 9d, VS  
     1704).
25. 10/14 2.65  15 Kress 107 (1958), 92 (HI 9g,  
     VS 1705).

ΠΑΤΡΟΚΛΗΣ (∆)
26. 11/15 3.05 12 17 London, Robinson 1934-3- 
     12-14, IGCH 1320, ∆ left 
     of l. claw (HI 15a, VS  
     1722). Pl. 2
27. 12/16 3.06 12 16 Berlin, Mk 18211758, acq.  
     1906 Löbbecke, ∆ left of l.  
     claw (VS 1718). Pl. 2
28. 13/17 2.88 12 17 Cambridge McClean 8546,  
     pl. 298.28. ΠΑΤ[ΡΟΚΛΗΣ], 
     ∆ (?) (VS 1720).
29. 14/18 3.03 12 17 Kos museum, N 2253, ∆.  
     (VS 1719).
30. 15a/19 3.18 12 16 London, Robinson 1934-3- 
     12-18, IGCH 1320, ∆ right  
     of r. claw, (HI 16a, VS  
     1721). Pl. 2

∆ΙΟΤΙΜΟΣ
31. 15b/20 2.39 12 17 Berlin, Mk 18211756, acq.  
     1900 Imhoof-Blumer. (VS  
     1725) Pl. 2

ΛΕΥΚΙΠΠΟΥ
32. 16a/? 3.0312 6  Budapest MNM 51a 1913.
     36 (HI 17a, VS 1724,  
     Hirsch 25, 1909, 2413).
33. 16b/21 2.76 12 16 Berlin, Mk 18211757, Alter 
     Bestand. (VS 1723) Pl. 3

ΕΥ∆ΑΜΟΣ
34. 17/22 3.02  9 15 Paris, BN 1208, PH N 143.  
     (VS 1726) Pl. 3

ΑΡΙΣΤΑΝ∆ΡΟΣ (E, K E)
35. 18/23 3.12 12 17 London, Robinson 1934-3- 
     12-17, IGCH 1320, K left of  
     l. claw, Ε right of r. claw (HI  
     14a, VS 1717). Pl. 3

12 The weight is taken from Ingvaldsen’s catalogue.
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Weight in g No of coins
0.87  •  (1)
1.00–1.09 ••  (2)
1.10–1.19 ••••  (4)
1.20–1.29 •••••••  (6)
1.30–1.39 •••••••••••• (12)
1.40–1.49 ••••••••• (9)
1.50–1.59 •••••  (5)
1.60–1.69 •   (1)

Total number of coins  (41)

36. 19/24 2.89 12  New York, ANS 1944.100. 
     48492, ex IGCH 1321, K 
     left of l. claw, Ε right of r. 
     claw (HI 10a, VS 1714). 
     Pl. 3
37.  2.89  16 Ars Classica XVII, 1934, 571, 
     Stock Hirsch, ex. Warren 
     coll., K left of l. claw, Ε right  
     of r. claw (HI 10b, VS  
     1714).
38. 20/25 3.14 12 17 Oxford, Milne 17/10-1932  
     (N. Zitelli, Rhodes), IGCH 
     1320 (Robinson 1936, 193),  
     K left of l. claw, Ε right of r. 
     claw (HI 11 a, VS 1711).  
     Pl. 3
39. 21/26 3.13   Numismatica Genevensis 6,  
     2010/11, 97; TRADART 3,  
     1985/12, no 134; Münz- 
     zentrum 54, 1985, 242;  
     Kölner Münzkab. 16, 1975,  
     134, K left of l. Ε right of r. 
     claw (HI 13a, VS 1716).  
     Pl. 3
40. 22/27 2.99 12 17 Burgan VSO 33, no. 76, K  
     left of l. claw, Ε right of r.  
     claw (VS 1713). Pl. 3 
41. 23a/28 2.92  18 Boston, Brett, Mus. Fine 
     Arts Cat. 1955, 257, no.  
     2027 ΑΡΙΣΤΑΝ∆ΡΟΥ  
     (last two letters in mono-
     gram acc. to ed.), Ε right of  
     r. claw (HI 11a, VS 1712).
42. 23b/29 2.67 12 17 Oxford, Christ Church  
     (1419), Ε right of r. claw  
     (HI 12a, VS 1715). Pl. 3

No names readable (HI)
43.  (1.82) 12  Göttingen 110.8, corroded  
     (HI 18a, VS 1727) Pl. 3
44.  (1.94) 12  Brussels, KBR, no. 783, 
     partly damaged flan, cor-
     roded (HI 19a, VS 1728).

Characteristics

Estimated weight standard and weight distribution13 (Fig. 1a)
Recorded weights (41 coins) range from 2.39 g to 3.34 g. Four 
examples weigh less than 2.60 g (excluding the corroded and 
damaged nos. 43 and 44). The vast majority, 35 coins, fall in 
the range 2.60–3.20 g. Given that as many as eight coins in 
this limited sample weigh 3.10 g or more, and that some loss 
of weight should be due to wear, the weight standard is prob-
ably 3.20 or 3.30 g.14

Die axes and flan diameters
Of the 37 coins with recorded die-axes, 29 are at 12 h, three 
at 11 h or 1 h, two at 2 h, two at 6 h, and one at 9 h. The 
diameter of the flans of the 36 coins for which I have infor-
mation varies from 14 mm to 18 mm. Two are 14 mm and 
two are 18 mm. The rest are 15 mm (eleven specimens), 16 
mm (nine specimens) and 17 mm (twelve specimens). Both 
obverse and reverse dies were well aligned with the flans when 

13 The number of units analysed is too small to allow statistical reliabil-
ity. I will therefore not use any statistical terms in my numerical analysis.
14 The estimate is based on the assumption that the issuing authority 
had an interest in keeping the weight of the minted coins at, or just below, 
the given weight standard. Any coins that were heavier would be issued 
at a loss (or at least less of a gain) to the mint. Occasional coins may have 
been above the standard, but the actual weight standard is here supposed 
to be higher than that of the heaviest group of coins showing wear in the 
issue (i.e. not isolated examples).

Weight in g No of coins
>2.60 ••••  (4)
2.60–2.69 •••••••  (7)
2.70–2.79 •••  (3)
2.80–2.89 ••••  (4)
2.90–2.99 •••••••  (7)
3.00–3.09 •••••••  (7)
3.10–3.19 •••••••  (7)
3.20–3.29   (–)
3.30–3.39 •  (1)

Total number of coins  (41)

Fig. 1a. Weight table, 
Young Herakles/incuse 
drachms.

Fig. 1b. Weight table, 
Apollo hemidrachms.
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struck. Only very rarely is a small part of the Herakles head 
off flan, and on the reverse the incuse is, with one exception, 
completely on flan.

The control letters (Fig. 2)
At least 31 of the 40 coins have control letters on the reverse, 
namely Δ, Ε, Κ, and Κ Ε.15 They are placed either left of the 
left claw of the crab (Δ and Κ), right of the right claw (Δ, Ε 
and Κ), or Κ left of left claw combined with Ε right of right 
claw.

Archias, Aratos and Patrokles have Δ left of the left claw. 
Patrokles also has Δ right of the right claw. Archias and Aratos 
also have Κ left of the left claw and Κ right of the right claw. 
Aristandros has Ε right of the right claw. Archias, Aristai(o)
s and Aristandros have Κ left of the left claw combined with 
Ε right of the right claw. Archias, Aratos and Eudamos mint 
coins with no control letter.16

15 As yet we don’t know the function of the Koan control letters.
16 The coins of Diotimos and Leukippos may also have lacked control 
letters, but their heavy wear makes this impossible to ascertain.

The ratio of names to coins and obverse dies
The number of obverse dies is 23. The eight readable names 
(here given in Greek with the enclitic signs) are in alphabeti-
cal order, Ἄρατος, ’Ἀρισταῖ(ο)ς, ’Ἀρíστανδρος, ’Ἀρχίας, Διóτιμος, 
Eὔdaμος, Λεύκιππος and Πατροκλῆς. All but two (Aristandros 
and Eudamos) also appear on the Apollo/lyre hemidrachms. 
In one case the name is given in the genitive, Leukippou (nos. 
32 and 33).

The number of coins (n) and obverse dies (d) are as fol-
lows:

Name  n d
Archias  8 6
Aratos   4 4
Aristai(o)s  11 2
Patrokles  4 4
Diotimos  1 1
Eudamos  1 1
Leukippos  3 (?) 1 (or 2)
Aristandros 8 6
unknown  2 2

Fig. 2. Herakles/incuse drachms 
and Apollo/lyre hemidrachms: 
control letters and homonyms 
in other issues.

Name  Denom.  Letters on Occurence on
     dr. (hemidr.) other issues
Agesias hemidr   KH 2007 A2–3, C1–5; Kroll 1964, 
      nos. 13, 14, 16, 17, 22; HI XIX.139–141
      HI XXI.71–73 
Aratos both   Δ Κ  HI XVI, name third last, last die c. 200 
Aristai(o)s both   Κ Ε (A)   
Aristandros drachm  Κ Ε, E   
Aristoboulos hemidr.  
Archias both   Δ Κ, K E (Α) HI XXII? only –IA- on coin
Diotimos both   (Κ Ε)   
Eudamos drachm   Kroll 1964, nos. 6, 30
Eukratou hemidr.   HI XIX.2; PH N217, N231
Thrasyandros hemidr.  (Α)  
Hieron hemidr.   HI XII, c. 205 
Kallippidas hemidr   HI XII, c. 205
Kleufantos hemidr   HIXXI
Kleonymida  hemidr.   Kroll 1964, no. 2, ΚΛΕΩ- could also be Kleonymos
L(?)eukippou both    
Nikon hemidr.   Kroll 1964, no. 11  
Patrokles both   Δ, (Α) 
P]armenis[kos- hemidr.   Kroll 1964, nos. 14, 20, 28, 
      ΠΑΡΜ/Ε 
      HI XXI, ΠΑΡΜΕΝ 
      HI XVI, XIX, 
      ΠΑΡΜΕΝΙΣΚΟ
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Archias and Aristandros, with six dies each, used the largest 
number of dies, Aratos and Patrokles used four dies each, the 
others one or two.

Links between moneyers (Fig. 3)
I have used three different criteria to establish linkages: a) 
shared obverse die, b) same control letter (but not all coins 
display one), and c) same reverse die-cutter (based on an 
analysis of the lettering).17 To this I have added two external 
features, appearance in IGCH 1320 and in the inscription on 
Paton & Hicks no. 10 (PH 10) dating to 201/0.

Three obverse dies have been used by two moneyers. The 
order in which the different magistrates18 used the same die 
is determined by its deterioration as seen on the coins in the 
form of a gradual blurring of lines and details not due to ordi-
nary wear. Die O3 links Archias and Aristai(o)s who used it 
alternately. Die O6 links Archias who used the die first, with 
Aratos. Die O15 links Patrokles with Diotimos who used it 
after Patrokles.

It is clear that Archias and Aratos worked together. They 
shared not only the obverse die O6, but also the control let-
ter K, positioned both left of the left claw and right of right 
claw. Both also minted coins with no control letter/s; as at 
least 75% of the coins in this series have control letters this 

17 Coins with the same/closely similar stylistic or other traits have been 
grouped in clusters. As these coins all belong to one issue, most of whose 
moneyers are die-linked; the clusters are presumed to be the work of the 
same die-cutter.
18 The term is here used in a general sense, denoting the person appoint-
ed by the polis to be responsible for an issue.

is significant. They probably used the same die-cutter, as the 
lettering on coins nos. 1 (Archias) and 11 (Aratos) is closely 
similar, with marked end dots at the end of the strokes; on cer-
tain letters, for instance chi and sigma, they are the dominant 
feature (cluster A). Patrokles also produced coins with these 
features (nos. 26, 30).19

Archias also shared an obverse die (O3) with Aristai(o)s, 
used first by Archias, then Aristai(o)s, and then again by Ar-
chias. Three of Archias’s reverse dies (coins nos. 4–6) have 
the same control letters used by Aristai(o)s and Aristandros: 
K left of left claw and E right of right claw. Aristai(o)s seems 
to use only this combination, whereas Aristandros also had 
E right of right claw (coin no. 42). There is thus a close con-
nection between Archias, Aratos and Aristaios. Aristandros is 
also connected, but not as closely.

Both Archias and Aratos are linked to Patrokles through 
the use of the control letter Δ placed left of the left claw. Pa-
trokles is also linked to Diotimos with whom he shares one 
obverse die (O15).

Coins of Aratos, Aristaios, Aristandros, Archias and Pa-
trokles, all with next to no wear, appear in the IGCH 1320 
hoard.20 This and the other links just noted suggest that they 
were all minted within a short period.

19 For my view on the value of stylistic analysis see p. 289.
20 This is in contrast to the coins belonging to the bearded Herakles 
issue from the same hoard which show heavier wear.

Internal links External links
Name Die (coin no.) Control letter (coin no) Letter cutter

cluster
(coin no)

In IGCH
1320
(coin no)

Name also
 in PH10

Archias 3a, c (5, 6) 6a (9) Δ (8, 9)
Κ (2, 3),
Κ Ε (4, 5, 6, 7(?)) 

A (1) x (5)

Aratos 6b (10) Δ (10)
Κ (11, 12)

A (11) x (12) x

Aristai(o)s 3b (14) Κ Ε (?)(14, 15, 17, 18, 21) x (15)
Patrokles 15a (30) Δ (26, 27, 28(?), 29, 30) x (26, 30)
Diotimos 15b (31)
Leukippos B (33)
Eudamos B (34)
Aristandros Κ Ε (35–40) B (38) x (35)

Fig. 3. Herakles/incuse drachms, internal and external links.
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The style of the lettering of the ethnic indicates a relation-
ship between coins 33 (Leukippos), 34 (Eudamos), and 38 
(Aristandros). All three have an initial kappa with end bars 
instead of the dots which are much more frequent in this is-
sue. The omega has the same appearance; it is small with long 
horizontal bars. The iota is long with marked end bars (cluster 
B). The die of Eudamos is unusually well executed. The letter-
ing on the coins of Leukippos is sloppy. The Aristandros die 
shows heavy wear probably due to intensive use.

To sum up, the linkages connect all names more or less 
and the issue thus forms only one group, the core of which 
was made up of Archias, Aratos, Aristaios and Patrokles. This 
pattern strongly indicates that the coins were issued within a 
short period of time.

A comparison with other Koan silver issues (Fig. 4)

The drachms with head of the young Herakles r./crab, club in 
incuse can be compared to the earlier issue of drachms with 
head of bearded Herakles r./crab, club, ending just before 
200. We have 206 coins21 from the earlier issue, against only 
44 specimens of the later. The young Herakles/incuse issue has 
both conservative and innovative traits. I will first present the 
similarities with the previous issue.

21 Ingvaldsen published 189 coins in 2002 and Höghammar another 
17 coins in 2006.

Similarities
The two issues of drachms have the same estimated weight 
standard, the same types on obverse (head of Herakles r.)22 
and reverse (crab, club), the same position for the legends on 
the reverse, the same die-axes, and just about the same flan di-
ameter.

Both issues show the same distribution of weights with 
some examples below 2.60 g and an occasional example over 
3.20 g. The vast majority of the coins in both issues range from 
c. 2.60 g to 3.20 g, HI XII, 161 coins, young Herakles/incuse 
drachms, 39 coins. Given that as many as 24 specimens of the 
earlier issue and eight of the later weigh 3.10 g or more, and 
that many coins have lost weight due to wear, I suggest that 
the weight standard of both issues is 3.20 or 3.30 g. Ingvaldsen 
2002 suggested 3.10 g, but this seems fractionally too low.23

The die-axis pattern of the two issues of drachms cor-
responds closely. Ingvaldsen writes that the old Herakles 
drachms mostly show a 12 h axis, but with some exceptions, 
eight specimens having a 6 h axis and three specimens a 3 h 
axis.24 As seen above, the 12 h axis also dominates in the young 
Herakles issue, with some exceptions showing a 6 h, 9 h, or  
2 h axis. In earlier Koan silver issues the 6 h axis was the most 
common one.

22 On the 3rd century drachms the old Herakles, on the incuse drachms 
the young Herakles.
23 Ingvaldsen 2002, 376.
24 Ingvaldsen 2002, 118.

Feature Herakles/crab, club dr Young Herakles/incuse dr
Similarities

Weight spread 2.60–3.20 g, 81% (167 coins)
3.10 g or more, 12% (24 coins)

2.60–3.10 g, 80% (35 coins)
3.10 g or more, 18% (8 coins)

Estimated 
weight standard

3.20 or 3.30 g 3.20 or 3.30 g

Normal die axis 12 h 12 h
Flan diameter 15–16mm (35 coins)

17mm (7 coins)
15–16mm (20 coins)
17mm (12 coins)
18mm (2 coins)

Motif Head of Herakles/crab, club Head of Herakles/crab, club
Differences

Incuse x (all coins)
Ethnic ΚΩΙΟΝ ΚΩΙΩΝ
Control letter – Δ, E, K, K E

Fig. 4. A comparison of the 
Herakles/crab, club and 
the young Herakles/incuse 
drachms.
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The diameter of the flans of the two issues of drachms also 
corresponds closely. Ingvaldsen 2002 does not give the diam-
eter of the bearded Herakles drachms.25 Of the 48 measured 
coins (in the BM and the Ashmolean, Oxford), some have a 
diameter of 14 mm, but the great majority, 35 coins, are 15–
16 mm. Seven are 17 mm.26 The diameter of the young He-
rakles drachms varies from 14–18 mm. Of the 36 measured 
coins two are 14 mm, 20 are 15–16 mm, twelve are 17 mm 
and two are 18 mm. One can thus see a clear tendency towards 
larger and thinner flans in the earlier issue, a tendency which 
becomes stronger in the later one.

Both the obverse and the reverse motifs are the same in 
these two issues. On the reverses the ethnic is placed above the 
crab, and the name normally under the club.

There is also a similarity between this issue and Högham-
mar 2007, issue A9 (uncertain name), a Rhodian weight 
hemidrachm with the head of the young Herakles r./club (Pl.  
7).27 The reverse of this coin shows some differences to the 
other coins in the issue, the motif consisting of just a club (no 
bow-in-case) is set in a shallow square incuse. The issue must 
be contemporary with the Koan and Kalymnian “Persic”/Mi-
crasiatic issues which I connect with king Philip V of Mace-
donia’s attack on Kos and Kalymnos in 201. This gives us a 
probable date of c. 200 for this plinthophoric coin28 Should 
this be correct it is the earliest known coin of this type from 
this area and period.

Differences
Traits separating this issue from HI XII and XIII are the in-
cuse on the reverse, the control letters and a different spelling 
of the ethnic. The whole issue is also characterized by its mul-
tiple internal links.

The shallow square plinthos (incuse) on the young Herak-
les drachms differentiates them from the 3rd century drachms 
and hemidrachms with no incuse, and connects them to the 
2nd century Asklepios/incuse silver. It is, however, important 

25 He has kindly informed me that the photos in his volume are not 
exactly 1:1. They can thus not be used for measuring.
26 Diameter of drachms: 14 mm: five coins; 15 mm:18 coins; 16 mm:17 
coins; 17 mm: seven coins.
27 Höghammar 2007, 80, 82–83, 85–92.
28 The name on this coin (Berlin 18205802) is difficult to determine. 
Stefanaki reads it as Lochos; I read the surviving letters as ]ΟΥΛ[. Im-
hoof-Blumer and Paton both read ΔΟΥΟΣ (Imhoof-Blumer, ZfN 7, 
1880, 27, Kos no. 3; Paton & Hicks 1891, p. 313, no. 146). Giannikouri 
and Stefanaki suggest a later date, either between 185/80–170 or first 
half of the 1st century for this coin. The earlier date is based on the incuse 
which they, following Ingvaldsen, date to after c. 180, which I consider 
too late (see below). The later date mainly rests on arguments connected 
to the name Lochos (Giannikouri & Stefanaki 2010, 463). 

to point out that precursors of the plinthophoroic coins can 
be found in Koan early 3rd century silver.29

Control letters are unusual on Koan coins, and, as already 
noted, we do not, as yet, know their function. Of the 26 issues 
published by Ingvaldsen, only five show control letters, the 
two discussed here and HI VI and VII in silver and issue IX in 
bronze, dating to the later 4th to early 3rd century.30

The silver minted in the 3rd century does not have any 
control letters. They first reappear c. 200 with the issues Hög-
hammar 2007, A and C, which both have “A” and “K”. “A” 
also appears on the Apollo/lyre hemidrachms and “K” on the 
Herakles/incuse drachms. On both the Höghammar 2007 is-
sues and on the hemidrachms the control letters have the same 
position, low on the flan, below the name or the pictorial sym-
bol.31

The silver issue with head of Asklepios/coiled snake in in-
cuse published by Kroll in 1964, which I believe dates to the 
first half of the 2nd century, also has control letters.32 They 
are A, Δ, E, H, AΣ(?)33 and ΠΙ. The first three also appear 
on the two issues studied here. On the Asklepios/incuse silver 
the letters are normally situated low on the flan outside the 
incuse square.

The ethnic on the Herakles/incuse issue is spelled κωιων. 
On all Koan coins down to the very end of the 3rd century the 
ethnic is spelled κωιον,34 whereas almost all 2nd century coins 
have the spelling κωιων.35

29 In his 2002 dissertation Ingvaldsen (p. 42–43) states that the in-
cuse on the early 3rd century didrachms and tetradrachms, HI XI.1 and 
XIV.1, and the young Herakles/incuse drachms were made with the same 
type of die. The opinion of Requier is that only some coins in HI XIV 
show a shape which is close to the plinthophoric. When discussing this 
with Ingvaldsen in January 2013 he wrote to me that he now was of the 
same opinion as Requier. See also p. 280, n. 99.
30 Meadows dated HI III and IV to the 340s, consequently HI VI and 
VII should be later. Meadows 2002, 238–240. Ingvaldsen very tenta-
tively dated issue IX to somewhere in the period c. 330–250. Ingvaldsen 
2002, 111–112, 164.
31 The control letters on the Herakles/incuse drachms are placed higher 
up, above the name of the magistrate.
32 Höghammar 2010b, 271–273.
33 On the obverse of coin MK 145 in Kos museum.
34 A few of the very latest 3rd century hemidrachms minted by 
Epinikos have the new spelling, namely three coins from IGCH 1308, 
NM, Athens, all struck from the same reverse die, HI no. 117, O33/R75 
(=Athens 62), HI no. 124, O34/R*(Athens no. 69), and Athens no. 73 
(not in Ingvaldsen’s catalogue). Athens nos. 69 and 73 were struck from 
the same obverse die, different to that of Athens no. 62.
35 On Kos, in contrast to several other poleis, it seems as if there is a 
change in the spelling of the ethnic within a fairly short period of time. I 
will not discuss the exact meaning of the ethnic in its different forms. In 
this context it is the change itself which is of interest.
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discussion and summary

The young Herakles/incuse issue differs markedly from the 
earlier groups in its ratio of coins to obverse dies. The bearded 
Herakles drachms have 206 coins to 34 obverse dies, a ratio of 
6:1. The young Herakles/incuse issue has 44 coins to 23 ob-
verse dies, a ratio of c. 2:1, which strongly suggests that the 
original number of dies was larger.

As for the estimated original number of obverse dies (see 
Appendix), the calculations show that the minimum number 
was almost certainly higher than that of the bearded Herak-
les/crab drachms from the 3rd century. This means that the 
present issue, if in all cases each identified die produced the 
same number of dies (something which is highly unlikely for 
any issue, but presumed here to make comparisons possible), 
was larger than the 3rd century issue.36

Another difference concerns the interconnections between 
the different moneyers. The internal cross-links of the earlier 
issue are less numerous than those of the later. The bearded 
Herakles issue is more spread out in time and the dominant 
pattern is that of two moneyers coining together. Only at the 
end can we see multiple die-links comparable to those in the 
young Herakles/incuse issue.37

Five of eight moneyers are die-linked, Archias to both Ara-
tos and Aristai(o)s and Patrokles to Diotimos. More than half 
of the moneyers in the issue are thus die-linked to one or more 
others.38 As far as we know, it was rare for an obverse die to be 
used over two or more consecutive years.39 The sharing of a 
die thus most probably means that the magistrates worked to-
gether, probably within a period of one year.40 The remaining 

36 Ingvaldsen estimated the original number of dies for this issue to 
36 (+/–less than 1) using Carter’s simplified formula (Ingvaldsen 2002, 
80–83, 120).
37 Höghammar, 2013, 198–199, Table 1; Ingvaldsen 2002, 120.
38 As we don’t have all the dies from the issues more die-links may well 
appear.
39 City-state issues are (to us) normally not clearly datable to any given 
year. Athens, however, is an exception. Mørkholm’s results from 1983 
show that only 4% of the obverse dies used for the Athenian “New 
Style” tetradrachms in the Late Hellenistic period were used for seven 
months or more. The dies for the contemporary drachms seem to have 
lasted somewhat longer: about 13% were used for seven or more months. 
Mørkholm also looked at three small 2nd century Ptolemaic mints on 
Cyprus. There, about 7% of the tetradrachm dies were used over three or 
more regnal years (Mørkholm 1983, 12–13). Some recently published 
mid-2nd century issues from Sidon, Tyre and Berytos also show that the 
practice of using the same obverse die over two or more years was rare. 
In Tyre eleven of 185 (6%) and in Sidon five of 26 obverse dies (19%) 
were used for two consecutive years (Iossif 2011, 214–216). In Berytos 
only one of 23 obverse dies (4%) was used over two years (Sawaya 2005, 
109.110). It is reasonable to conclude that, in the Hellenistic period, the 
large majority of the obverse dies were used within a period of one year.
40 Some Koan officials sat for six months, others for one year (Carls-
son 2010, 226). We don’t know the exact position of the Koan moneyers 
within the state apparatus. Did they form part of the “normal” magistra-

three moneyers cannot be distributed over more than three 
years, and as they also have links to the die-sharing magistrates, 
they probably worked chronologically close to them. Should 
this be correct the issue must have been minted within a short 
period of time, probably not more than five to ten years.

In its technical details (weight, die-axis, diameter) the is-
sue is similar to the preceding issue of drachms (HI XII) to 
which it is connected also by its type. The main type of both 
obverse and reverse (head of young Herakles r,/crab) is exactly 
the same as on the 3rd century hemidrachms. Other traits are 
the same as in other c. 200/2nd century issues as the control 
letters and the different spelling of the ethnic.

THe ApOLLO/LyRe HeMIdRACHMS (pls. 4–6)

Obv. Head of Apollo laureate right
Rev. Lyre, magistrate’s name vertically left of lyre; ethnic, 
ΚΩΙΩΝ, vertically right of lyre41

no. Obv/Rev  Weight Axis diam

  (g) (h) (mm)
ΝΙΚΩ[N
1. 1a/1 1.21 12 13 Paris, BN 1232 (= PH N 224,  
     Paris, P(aton), VS 1766).  
     Pl. 4

ΑΓΗΣΙΑΣ
2.  1.45   E. Cahn 1931, cat. 71, no.  
     468 (VS 1768)
3. 1b/2 1.08 12  London BM, Kinns 1983- 
     7-33-3. (VS 1767) Pl. 4

ΙΕΡΩΝ
4. 2/3 1.16  1 12 Berlin 18211759, acq. 1900 
     Imhoof-Blumer. (VS 1758) 
     Pl. 4

cies or did they form ad hoc “special commissions” appointed for a spe-
cific task (οἵ αἱρεθέντες), an institution that was frequently used on Kos? 
(Carlsson 2011, 224) At present, I lean more towards the second alterna-
tive for three reasons; firstly, the Koan state minted only sporadically in 
times of peace, secondly, a commission of moneyers could be appointed 
whenever there was need, and thirdly, the size of the commissioned group 
of officials could be varied for each occasion according to need. The ad 
hoc commissions formed a flexible system which well suited the needs 
of the Koan mint. It is, however, also possible that there was a regular 
magistracy that, whenever necessary, could cover the area of minting. But 
as this was a major task, it is less likely that it could be added on to other 
existing areas of responsibility. If the Koan moneyers were appointed as 
special commissions, they probably sat for a limited period of time. On 
finishing their task/term of office they would have been accountable to 
the demos or one of its organs, a normal procedure in Greek democracies.
41 All information on coins nos. 19, 29, 31, 34 and 41 was provided by 
V. Stefanaki.
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5. 3/4 1.65 12 13 Berlin 18211760, acq.  
     1906 Löbbecke. (VS 1759)
     Pl. 4
6. 4/5 1.07 12 13 London, BMC 169 (HI 
     16a, VS 1760). Pl. 4

ΚΑ]ΛΛΙΠΠ[-Ι∆ΑΣ/-ΟΣ
7. 4/6 1.23 12 12.5 London, BMC 168 (HI 
     18a). Pl. 4

ΑΡΙΣΤΟΒΟΥΛΟΣ
8. 5/7 1.49 12 13 Paris, BN 1231 (= PH 
     N221, VS 1770). Pl. 4

ΑΡΧΙΑΣ
9. 6/8  1.40 12 11.5 London, BM Robinson 

    1934-3-12-23, Α beneath 
      lyre, IGCH 1320 (HI 1a,  

    VS 1729). Pl. 4

ΠΑΤΡΟΚΛΗΣ
10. 7/9 1.39 12 13 Berlin 18211767, acq. 1906 
     Löbbecke. (VS 1754) Pl. 4 
11. 8a/10 1.30 12 12 London, BM Robinson 1934- 
     3-12-27, IGCH 1320 (HI  
     14a, VS 1756). Pl. 4
12. 9/11 1.43 12(?) 11 London, BM Robinson 
     1934-3-12-24, Α beneath  
     lyre, IGCH 1320 (HI 13a,  
     VS 1755). Pl. 4

ΑΡΑΤΟΣ
13. 8b/12 1.30 12  New York 1960.170.288 
     (HI 15a, VS 1757). Pl. 4

ΑΡΙΣΤΑΙΟΣ
14. 8c/13 1.26 12 14 London BMC 166 (HI 8a,  
     VS 1748). Pl. 5
15. 8d/14 1.38 12 12 Paris, BN 1230. Two coun-
     termarks on obverse. (VS  
     1747) Pl. 5
16. 10a/15 1.49 12  New York 1960.170.289  
     (HI 10a, VS 1736). Pl. X
17. 10b/16 1.43 12  New York 1940.206.4, (ex.  
     Hirsch 3650c? HI 9a, VS  
     1734 ). Pl. 5
18. 10(?)/17 1.39/40 11 12 Kalymnos, Archaeological 
     Museum; Gargali, NC 
     2009, no. 4, Α beneath 
     lyre(?). (VS 1731) Pl. 5
19. 10(?)/18 1.57 12 11 Myers, 5, 15-16/3, 1973, 

     no. 209; Hess 15/2, 1934, 
     465; Cahn 80, 27/2, 1933, 
     352. (VS 1730) Pl. 5
20. 11a/19a 1.39 12  New York 1944.100.48493, 
     Rhodes 1931, Α beneath 
     lyre, IGCH 1321 (HI 4b,  
     VS 1745). Pl. 5
21. 11c/19b (1.06) 12 13 Oxford, Ashmolean, Milne 
     21/8, 1925 (HI 4a, Sotheby 
     1924/15/11, 68; Weber  
     6505), part of flan cut off,  
     Α beneath lyre. (VS 1746) 
     Pl. 5
22. 12/20 1.25 12 12 Oxford, Ashmolean, Milne 
     21/8, 1925, (Zitelli, Rhodes 
     15/1/1925) Α beneath  
     lyre, (HI 5a, VS 1749).  
     Pl. 5
23. 13/21 1.34 12 12 London BMC 167, Α 
     beneath lyre (HI 12a, VS  
     1741). Pl. 5
24. 14/22 1.50 12  New York 1944.100.48494, 
     Α beneath lyre, IGCH 1321  
     (HI 6a, VS 1735). Pl. 5
25. 15a/23 1.27 12 14 London, Rob. 1934-3-12-
     26, Α beneath lyre, IGCH 
     1320 (HI 7a, VS 1744).  
     Pl. 5
26. 15b/24 1.40 11 12 Kalymnos, Archaeological 
     Museum, Gargali, NC  
     2009, no. 5. (VS 1739) Pl. 
     5
27. 16/25 1.56  12 London 1979-1-1-599 (HI  
     3a, VS 1738, SNG von Au- 
     lock 2763, Glendining  
     1951, 222 Coll. Cunning- 
     ham). Pl. 6
28. 17/26 1.56 12 12 London, BMC 165 (HI  
     11a, VS 1743). Pl. 6
29. 17/27 0.87   Moscow, Pushkin Museum 
     of Fine Arts, 927 (VS 1732)
30. 18/28 1.48 11 12 Winterthur 3622, Münz- 
     handlung Basel 25, 13/1/
     40, Α beneath lyre (HI 2a, 
     VS 1740)
31. 19/29 1.27   Dewing 2394 (VS 1737, 
     Glendining 13/11/1957, 
     160)
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Θ]ΡΑΣΥΑΝ∆[ΡΟΣ
32. 11b/30a 1.55 12 12 London, BM Rob 1934-3- 
     12-25, Α beneath lyre, IGCH 
     1320 (HI 17a, VS 1751). Pl. 6 
33. 8e/30b 1.23 11 12 Berlin18211765, acq. 1852,  
     no. 10514, Α beneath lyre.  
     (VS 1752) Pl. 6
34.     A.G. Malloy, XXVIII, 21/ 
     7/1989, no. 150 (VS 1753) 
35.  1.40  12(?)PH, N 222 (Karlsruhe (Im.), 
     VS 1750)

∆ΙΟΤΙΜΟΣ
36. 20/31 1.46 6 14 Private collection, UBS 
     15/9/98, no. 266, K E ver-
     tically l. of (=below) name. 
     (VS 1772) Pl. 6

ΛΕΥΚΙΠΠΟΣ
37. 21a/32 1.18 11 12 Berlin 18211761, acq. 1875 
     Prokesch-Osten. (VS 
     1763) Pl. 6
38. 21b/33 1.26 12 12.5 Berlin 18211764, acq. 1852 
     /10515, ΛΕΥΚ]ΙΠΠΟΥ.  
     (VS 1764) Pl. 6

[Κ]Λ[ΕΩ]ΝΥΜΙ[∆]Α[Σ(?)
39.  1.37 12 14.5 SNG Copenhagen Caria 
     659 (Rollin) (no A below 
     lyre). (VS 1762) Pl. 6

ΠΑΡΜΕΝIΣ[ΚΟΣ
40. 22/34 1.32 12 12 Paris, BN 1233. (VS 1773) 
     Pl. 6

ΚΛΕΥΦΑΝΤ[ΟΣ]
41. 23/35 1.47   Bern, BHM, G 1591  
     (VS 1771)

ΕΥΚΡΑΤΟΥ
42.  1.32 12 13 SNG München 22, no. 523,  
     pl. 27. Acc. 30 968 (HI  
     19a, VS 1765). Pl. 6

...ΥΗΚ42

43. 24/36 1.37 12 11 Paris, BN 1234, (... ΥΗΛΩ 
     ... PH N 227). (VS 1769)
     Pl. 6

42 Stefanaki reads the name as “Agesias?”, but I cannot see it.

No name discernible
44.  1.18   6 14 Private collection (Agora  
     coins = A. Metz bought on 
     eBay 4 Dec. 2004, VS 
     1733). Pl. 6
45. 25 /  1.20  4 12.5 Berlin 18211763, acq. 1900 
     Imhoof-Blumer. (VS 
     1774) Pl. 6

Characteristics

Both obverse and reverse types, head of Apollo laureate r./lyre, 
are new to Kos.

Estimated weight standard and weight distribution (Fig. 1b)
The 41 coins for which weights are recorded range from 
1.06–1.65 g (with an outlier at 0.86 g). Twenty-eight (68%) 
weigh between 1.20–1.50 g. Six coins weigh 1.50 g or more. 
Allowing for weight loss due to wear I suggest that the weight 
standard of the issue was 1.60 g.

Die-axes and flan diameters
Twenty-eight of the 37 coins studied have a 12 h die-axis, five 
are at 11 h and one at 1 h. Two coins are at 6 h and one at  
4 h. The aim thus was a 12 h axis. The diameter of the 33 flans 
measured varies from 11 to 14 mm. Three are 11 mm, 18 are 
12 mm, seven are 13 mm, and five are 14 mm. The main group 
of 25 coins thus comprises flans of 12–13 mm.

An unusually large proportion of the reverses are struck 
partly off flan. Of the 29 coins for which I have information, 
17 have part of their legend more or less off flan.43 Some of the 
obverse dies in the earliest group were also struck partly off 
flan. This is a sign of carelessness perhaps caused by a hurried 
production.

The control letters (Fig. 2)
At least 14, i.e. about a third, of the coins show a control let-
ter or letters. The letter A appears on the coins of Archias, 
Patrokles, Aristaios (six coins) and Thrasyandros. The letters  
K E, a combination also found on the drachms, appear on 
the coin of Diotimos. The following names appear without a 
control letter: Nikon, Hieron (three coins), Kallippidas, Aris-
toboulos, Aratos, Patrokles (?), Aristaios (four coins), Leukip-
pos, Kleonymidas and Parmeniskos. Aristaios thus minted 

43 Another two also appear to be struck partly off flan, but they are so 
heavily worn that one cannot be certain. The moneyers appearing on 
coins with legends partly off flan are; Agesias, Aratos, Aristaios, Aristo-
boulos, Archias, Thrasyandros, Nikon, Parmeniskos and Patrokles.
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coins both with and without the control letter. This was pos-
sibly also the case for Patrokles.44

No clear pattern appears from this small sample. Some 
magistrates appear only with no letter; one, possibly two, ap-
pear both with and without a letter; some appear only with a 
letter. However, as we have so few coins for each name (except 
Aristaios), no firm conclusions can be drawn.

The ratio of names to coins and obverse dies
The number of obverse dies is 25. Sixteen full names can be 
read,45 six of which also appear on the young Herakles/incuse 
drachms (’Ἄρατος, ’Ἀρισταῖ(ο)ς, ’Ἀρχίας, Διóτιμος, Λεύκιππος 
and Πατροκλῆς). The other ten are ’Ἀγησίας, ’Ἀριστóβουλος, 
Εὐκράτης, Θρασύανδρος, Ἵἕρων, Καλλιππίδας, Κλεύφαντοϛ, 
Κλεωνυμίδας, Νίκων, and Παρμενίσκος. In one case, no. 39, 
the name Kleonumida is possibly in the genitive (or the final 
sigma may simply be invisible).

The figures for coins and obverse dies are as follows (n = 
number of coins and d = number of observed dies):

Name  n d
Nikon 1 1
Agesias 2 1
Hieron 3 3
Kallipp- 1 1
Aristoboulos 1 1
Archias 1 1
Patrokles 3 3
Aratos 2 1
Aristaios 18 11
Thrasyandros 3 2
Diotimos 1 1
Leukippos 2 1
Kleonymidas 1 1
Parmeniskos 1 1
Kleufantos  1 1
Eukrates 1 1

All dies are represented by either one single or just a few coins. 
Eleven magistrates have one coin to a die.

Links between moneyers (Figs. 5 & 6)
Sixteen different magistrates appear on the coins (on three 
coins the name cannot be read). Using the same criteria as for 
the drachms, plus that of the same stylistic sub-type on ob-

44 On coin no 11 the bottom of the lyre is at the edge of the flan. Any 
control letter on the die was thus off flan.
45 Another two coins show letters which do not agree with the known 
names, but cannot be read fully.

verse motif, most can be linked in different ways. Two groups 
appear, group 1 (Fig. 5) and group 2 (Fig. 6). Individuals in the 
two groups also have separate links to moneyers outside them. 
As with the drachms just about all coins and magistrates are 
linked to others in one way or another. These linkages indicate 
that also this issue was minted within a short period of time, 
as already noted by Ingvaldsen.46 The exact internal order is 
not easy to distinguish, but eight moneyers shared obverse 
dies with one or more others.47 For those linked by the same 
die a relative order can be established, except for the coins of 
Hieron and Kallippidas struck with the die O4 (see below). 
Koan 3rd century silver issues were normally the responsibil-
ity of a pair of moneyers, as Ingvaldsen has shown. The cross-
links apparent in this issue suggest that, at least for part of it, 
more than two magistrates minted simultaneously. The sec-
ond group is very tight showing multiple links.

The die-links: Four obverse dies were used by more than 
one magistrate; O1, O4, O8 and O11. Three were used by 
two different magistrates and one, O8, was used by four. The 
order of use is based on the wear of the die as indicated by the 
wear of details closest to the flan of the coins. The die O1 was 
first used by Nikon (O1a) and then by Agesias (O1b). The 
coins with names of Hieron and Kallippidas (O4) are so worn 
that it is not possible to determine their relative order. The 
die O8 was used first by Patrokles (O8a), then Aratos (O8b), 
followed by Aristaios (O8c, d) and finally by Thrasyandros 
(O8e). O11 was first used by Aristaios (O11a), later by Thra-
syandros (O11b), and then again by Aristaios (O11c).

The order of the remaining magistrates cannot be estab-
lished, and whether Nikon and Agesias, Hieron and Kallip-
pidas were earlier or later than the other group of four linked 
names cannot be determined with certainty. I have placed 
them before group 2 in the list, as I think there are indications 
that they might be earlier. I will return to this below.
Same control letter: Some of the coins of Archias, Patrokles, 
Aristaios and Thrasyandros share the control letter A.48 As we 
have only one, or, at most, a few coins from all moneyers ex-
cept Aristaios, few firm conclusions can be drawn from this. 
The letter A is, however, one more link connecting Patrokles, 
Aristaios and Thrasyandros who also used the same obverse 
die.

46 Ingvaldsen 2002, 156.
47 Nikon, Agesias, Hieron, Kallipp/-idas or –os, Patrokles, Aratos, 
Aristaios and Thrasyandros.
48 Coins 9, 12, 18, 20–25, 30, 32–33.
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Same reverse die-cutter49

Cluster A: This cluster is characterized not only by stylistic cri-
teria, but also by an incorrectly cut letter. Several dies have a 
distinctive reversed nu with an oblique stroke starting low on 
the left vertical stroke and ending high on the right one. This 
can be seen on coins 1 (Nikon), 4, 5 (Hieron), 8 (Aristobou-
los), 10 (Patrokles), and probably also on 7 (Kallipp[-idas/-
os), although the heavy wear of the last makes it difficult to 
be certain. On the basis of the shape of the other letters, this 
group can be divided into two subgroups. In one, consisting 

49 As we are here dealing with a series issued within a short period of 
time and individual traits and mistakes are likely to have been the work 
of a single cutter, stylistic analysis can be expected to produce significant 
results. See also p. 289.

of nos. 1, 4, 7 and 8, the omega is mostly closed and the upper 
part of the half-circle is extremely thick. It is just about the 
same size as the other letters in the ethnic. The vertical stroke 
of the iota is thick and ends in thick bars. These dies must have 
been made by the same hand. In the second group, nos. 5 and 
10, the shape of the omega is somewhat different. A separate 
horizontal bar closes the bottom, but is not directly connected 
to the ends of the curved line which is rather thin all the way 
round. The letter kappa is clearly visible only on two coins, 1 
and 10. The vertical stroke is long and goes below the bottom 
line of the other letters on both. Probably all dies with the re-
versed nu were made by the same engraver.

Cluster B: The reverses of coins 9 (Archias), 12 (Patrokles) 
have closely similar stylistic traits. The dots ending the letter 
strokes are large and form the dominating feature of several 

Internal links External links
Name Die 

(coin 
no.) 

Control
letter
(coin no.)

Letter cutter
cluster
(coin no.)

Iconographic/
Stylistic group
(coin no.)

In IGCH
1320
(coin no.)

Name also
in PH 10

Nikon 1a (1) A (1) A (1) x
Agesias 1b (3) A (3) x
Hieron 4a (6) A (4, 5) A (4‒6) x
Kallipp[idas] 4b (7) A(?) (7) x
Aristoboulos A (8) x
Patrokles A (10) A (10)

Internal links External links
Name Die

(coin no.)
Control
letter
(coin no.)

Letter cutter
cluster
(coin no.)

Iconographic/
stylistic group
(coin no.)

In IGCH 
1320
(coin no.)

Name 
also
in PH 10

Archias A (9) B (9) B (9) x (9)
Patrokles 8a (11) A (12) B (12)

C (11)
C (11, 12) x (11, 12)

Aratos 8b (13) C(?) (13) C (13) x
Aristaios 8c, d

(14, 15) 
11a, c (20, 21)

A (18, 20–25, 30) B (16, 18, 27)
C (23,24)

B (16, 17, 23–27)
C (20–22)

x (25)

Thrasyandros 8e (33)
11b (32)

A (32, 33) C (32, 33) C (32) x (32)

Fig. 5. Apollo hemidrachms. Internal and external links, group 1.

Fig. 6. Apollo hemidrachms. Internal and external links, group 2.
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letters, for instance eta, sigma and tau. Coins 16, 18 and 27 
(Aristaios) should also belong to this group, made by the same 
die-cutter.

Cluster C: The similarities in the lettering of coins 11 (Pa-
trokles), 17, 20, 23, 24 (Aristaios), and 32, 33 (Thrasyandros) 
suggest that they were cut by the same engraver. The letters are 
fairly carelessly executed. The omega is big and has a wide open 
horseshoe shape ending in dots. Coin 13 (Aratos) is also very 
close in style and may well have been cut by the same engraver. 
Groups B and C both have distinct dots at the end of the letter 
strokes, but in group B they are so conspicuous as to dominate 
individual letters.

Cluster D: The lettering of the ethnic on coins 36 (Dioti-
mos) and 37 (Leukippos) shows close similarities. The kappa 
has a long vertical stroke ending below the bottom line of the 
other letters and runs slightly obliquely to the left, “opening” 
upwards. The omega is open with long horizontal strokes end-
ing either in thick dots or thick short hastae. The letter iota 
leans slightly to the right and the nu is wide. The similarities 
are so strong that I consider the two dies to be made by the 
same engraver.

Appearance in the same hoard
Coins with the names Archias, Patrokles, Aristaios and Thra-
syandros, as well as Aratos, appear in IGCH 1320 (Aratos 
only on the incuse drachms).

Same stylistic sub-type on obverse motif50

There are three clearly distinguishable stylistic/iconographic 
sub-types of the Apollo head. One displays Late Classical/
Hellenistic facial features, combined with loose hanging locks 
around the neck.51 The features of these faces are more irregu-
lar than those in a high-classicizing style which are character-
ized by heavy features, for instance a round prominent chin 
and full cheeks.52 The classicizing face can be combined with 
either loose hanging locks around the neck (second subtype)53 
or two twirled curls (third subtype).54 The last combination 
is thus distinguished by an iconographic trait, its hair-style. 
It shows two long and thick tightly twirled curls which hang 
down from the ear to the shoulder. The engraving of the Late 
Classical/Hellenistic-style group is generally of lower quality 
than that of the classicizing groups.

50 The designations of style are not used in order to determine chronol-
ogy. They merely describe the different styles used by the engravers.
51 Late Classical/Hellenistic style; nos. 1, 3–8, 10, 37, 38, 40, 43.
52 On a few coins the face shows a transitional classicizing-Late Classi-
cal/Hellenistic style.
53 Classicizing style and loose locks; nos. 9, 16, 17, 23–27.
54 Classicizing style and long twirled curls; nos. 11–15, 20–22, 32, 36, 
40, 45.

The magistrates placed first on the list appear on coins 
with the Late Classical/Hellenistic-style features. The cutting 
is of fairly poor to poor quality. With a few exceptions,55 the 
coins of the four magistrates connected by the same obverse 
die (Patrokles, Aratos, Aristaios and Thrasyandros) have the 
classicizing face, either with loose hanging locks or with the 
long twirled curls. The cutting is generally of higher quality. 
The coins listed after Thrasyandros show either a classicizing 
face with twirled curls, or a Late Classical/Hellenistic style 
face.

The groups–discussion and conclusions

Eight of 16 magistrates are die-linked, Nikon and Agesias, 
Hieron and Kallipp[-idas/-os], Patrokles, Aratos, Aristai(o)s 
and Thrasyandros, and, again, Aristai(o)s and Thrasyandros. 
As we appear to have only part of the issue, more die-links are 
to be expected.

Certain coins minted by Nikon, Hieron, Aristoboulos, 
Patrokles and probably also Kallipp[-idas/-os] in the issue of 
hemidrachms show legends with a reversed N. Such a mistake 
would almost certainly have been made by one die-cutter only. 
The reversed N thus shows that all four (or five) magistrates 
most likely used the services of the same die-cutter.
These two linkages in the two issues, to which others can be 
added, indicate that the magistrates responsible were active 
within a short period of time.

One group of magistrates is formed by Nikon, Agesias, 
Hieron, Kallippidas, Aristoboulos and Patrokles. The pairs 
Nikon and Agesias, and Hieron and Kallippidas share obverse 
dies O1 and O4 respectively. Nikon, Hieron, Patrokles, Aris-
toboulos, and perhaps also Kallippidas, issued coins whose 
reverse dies were cut by the same die-engraver (cluster A with 
a reversed N). All six issued coins with the same obverse sub-
type, a Late Classical/Hellenistic style Apollo head, gener-
ally poorly cut. Coins with this sub-type were also issued by 
Leukippos and Kleonymidas. In this group only one name, 
Patrokles, recurs on the drachms. He is also, in this group, the 
only moneyer represented in IGCH 1320. All the names but 
Patrokles appear in the inscription PH 10, three both as donor 
and patronymic, Agesias just as a donor, and Nikon just as a 
patronymic.56

A second group of five magistrates is very closely knit, 
sharing even more links than the previous group. They are Ar-

55 Patrokles on coins with both the classicizing (nos. 11, 12) and the 
Late Classical/Hellenistic (no. 10) face-type. Aristaios appears on a coin 
with a face in a transitional style.
56 Agesias PH 10b25, c4; Hieron PH 10b63; Kallippidas PH 10c10; 
Aristoboulos PH 10d48; Nikon PH 10c21.
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chias, Patrokles, Aratos, Aristaios57 and Thrasyandros. These, 
together with Aristandros, are the names which appear on the 
coins in IGCH 1320 (Aratos and Aristandros only on the in-
cuse drachms). All but Archias shared the same obverse die 
(O8). All but Aratos used the same control letter, namely, 
A. The magistrates Archias, Patrokles and Aristaios(?) issued 
coins whose reverse dies were cut by one engraver (cluster B). 
Another set of coins, also cut by one engraver, was produced 
by a slightly different combination of magistrates; Patrokles, 
Aristaios and Thrasyandros (cluster C). The lettering style 
on the two groups is quite close, and they were perhaps cut 
by the same engraver. All but Archias issued coins with the 
same obverse subtype (a well-cut classicizing face with two 
twirled curls). Archias and Aristaios minted coins with a well-
cut classicizing face and loose hanging locks.58 In group 2 four 
names recur on the drachms, Archias, Patrokles, Aratos and 
Aristaios. These moneyers are also represented in IGCH 1320. 
Only one of the names, Aratos, appears in PH 10.59

The first group is not as tightly linked as the second. The 
magistrates in it may all have worked together, but it is equally 
possible that they worked in pairs immediately following one 
another. The only reasonable conclusion to draw about the 
second group is that they all worked together. We have seen 
that four of them shared the same die (O8), and that another 
die (O11) was used alternately by Aristaios and Thrasyandros. 
Other links can be added. Patrokles appears in both groups, 
suggesting that there is no chronological gap between them.

From this pattern I conclude that the issue was minted 
within a very short period. We can also see that at least one, 
perhaps two, group/s of five (possibly more) magistrates 
worked simultaneously. Five of the six names in the first group 
with poorly carved motifs, Patrokles being the exception, ap-
pear in PH 10 dating to 201/0. The same five names also ap-
pear only on the hemidrachms. Possibly almost all the coins 
minted by the magistrates in the first group were produced 
before the drachms were minted, but there could be other ex-
planations for this phenomenon. Four of the six names which 
do not belong to either group appear in PH 10, two of them, 
both rare, Kleufantos and Leukippos, just as patronymics.60 

57 Three coins, all with the name Aristaios, were found in graves: 
drachm no. 14 (on Kos) and hemidrachms nos. 18 and 26 (on Kalym-
nos).
58 In the issue of drachms, the repeated links between Archias and Aris-
taios (alternate use of the same die, O3; same control letters, K E; appear-
ance in IGCH 1320) and between Archias and Aratos (use of same die, 
O6; appearance in IGCH 1320) secures the close connection between 
Archias and the other four magistrates.
59 PH 10c58, c81.
60 Eukrates PH 10c5; Kleufantos PH 10c57–58; Leukippos PH 10b2; 
Parmeniskos PH 10a56, b1, b66, d8. As Kleufantos and Leukippos both 
are rare names on Kos, occurring fewer than ten times in the PHI da-
tabase of Greek inscriptions (20120809, and no new occurrence in IG 

Should the two patronymics refer to the same persons as the 
homonyms on the coins, then it is highly unlikely that they, as 
fathers of grown men in 201/0, would have been active 20–
30 years later. Patrokles appears in the second group, on the 
drachms and in IGCH 1320. This group, with well carved mo-
tifs, is linked to both drachms and the hoard by four names. 
There is thus a strong connection between the second group 
and both the drachms and the hoard, not apparent for the first 
group. Only one name in the second group occurs in PH 10. 
For this reason I have placed the names in the first group be-
fore those of the second.

It is also interesting to note that six of the 18 known names 
appear in father—son relations dating c. 200/early 2nd cen-
tury: Aratos, son of Kleufantos (PH 10c58), Parmeniskos, son 
of Hieron (PH 10b2, Höghammar 1993, 65) and Thrasyan-
dros, son of Agesias (Segre 1993, ED 146, Pugliese-Caratelli 
1963/64, XXVI B.II.57).61 The patronymics Hieron and Age-
sias occur in the first group, and the names of their sons, Par-
meniskos and Thrasyandros, occur among the names which 
do not belong to either of the two groups, as does the third 
patronymic, Kleufantos. The name of his son, Aratos, occurs 
in the second group.62

The group 2 hemidrachms were most probably issued to-
gether with the incuse drachms as four names reappear in the 
two groups. In group 1 only Patrokles, also coining in group 2 
reappear on the drachms.

A comparison with other Koan silver issues (Fig. 7)

The issue of the Apollo hemidrachms can be compared to the 
3rd century issue of young Herakles/crab, club hemidrachms 
which ceased being minted c. 200.63 Ingvaldsen lists 261 coins 
and 39 obverse dies for this issue.64 Here 45 coins and 25 ob-
verse dies are listed for the Apollo hemidrachms.

XII.4.1), the conclusion that they refer to the same individuals is prob-
able. See also p. 288, n. 170.
61 Habicht dated Segre 1993 ED 146 to c. 200 (Habicht 2004, 65). 
Compare Peisistratos and Kleuphanes on the Kalymnian coins (Hög-
hammar 2007, 91–92) whose names also appear in a father and son com-
bination in one Kalymnian inscription, Segre 1944–1945, no. 85.6, dat-
ing c. 200. Another Koan pair, Kallippidas, son of Aristandros in Segre, 
1993 ED 230, dates to the 1st century AD.
62 PH 10c58. The name also appears on line c81, there as the son of 
Makareus.
63 For the dating see Höghammar 2013, 219–220. There is another 
issue of hemidrachms dating to 201–200, the young Herakles/club, 
bow-in-case issue, Höghammar 2007, A. Only nine examples are known, 
five of them extremely light, below 0.90 g. Some could conceivably be 
quarter-drachms, but it would be almost impossible to distinguish a light 
hemidrachm of c. 1.10 g from a heavy quarter-drachm of c. 0.80 g, as they 
all have exactly the same motifs on both obverse and reverse.
64 Ingvaldsen 2002, 123, 125.
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Similarities
As with the drachms the technical details parallel those of the 
previous 3rd century issue, i.e. the weight, the die-axis and the 
diameter are basically the same.

The weights of the young Herakles/crab, club hemi-
drachms presented by Ingvaldsen show that 228 of the 256 
weighed coins, 89%, weigh 1.20–1.49 g. Eleven coins, 4%, 
weigh 1.50 g or more.65 This can be compared with the 28 
coins, 68%, of the Apollo hemidrachms weighing between 
1.20–1.49 g and the six coins, 12% weighing 1.50 g or more. 
The spread is just about the same in both issues, with a peak 
at 1.30–1.39 g and a gradual decrease in the number of coins 
which are either lighter or heavier. Both issues also have a 
number of coins (eleven and six respectively) weighing 1.50 
g or more. I agree with Ingvaldsen that the estimated weight 
standard of the two issues was the same, though I suggest that 
it was fractionally higher than the 1.50 g proposed by him, 
i.e. 1.60 g.

The die-axis of the young Herakles/crab, club hemi-
drachms is normally 12 h. Altogether 220 coins have a 12 h 
or near-12 h axis.66 Some variations are at 6 h or 10 h. The 
pattern is the same for the Apollo/lyre issue where 34 of the 
37 coins with known axis are at or near 12 h, and occasionally 
a 4 h and a 6 h axis occur.

Ingvaldsen does not report diameters and I have this infor-
mation only for 14 young Herakles/crab, club hemidrachms, 

65 Ingvaldsen 2002, 376.
66 144 coins are at 12 h and another 76 at 11 h or 1 h. Ingvaldsen 2002, 
264–277.

(nine in the British Museum, four in Athens and one in Stock-
holm): 13 have a diameter of 12–13 mm.67 Twenty-five of the 
33 measured Apollo hemidrachms also have a diameter within 
that range, but five are 14 mm. It seems that most coins in 
both issues measure 12–13 mm, but with a tendency to a larg-
er flan in the later issue.

Differences
More new features appear on the hemidrachms than on the 
drachms. The most obvious novelty are the motifs, but the 
form of the ethnic, the introduction of control letters and the 
vertical placing of the legends also differentiate this issue from 
the 3rd century hemidrachms.

The types of both obverse and reverse are new to Kos: pro-
file head of Apollo laureate turned right/lyre.

The later form of the ethnic is used on this issue. On a few 
of the very last 3rd century hemidrachms minted by Epinikos 
the new form can also be seen.

On all Koan coins from the later 4th century down to this 
issue legends were placed horizontally, the ethnic above and 
the name below the main reverse motif. Here the legends are 
vertical, the ethnic right of the lyre and the name to the left.
 As for the control letters on the hemidrachms see the discus-
sion on the drachms.

67 Diameter; 11 mm – one coin, 12 mm – seven coins, 13 mm – six 
coins.

Feature Herakles/crab, club hdr Apollo/ lyre hdr
Similarities

Weight spread 1.20–1.49 g, 89% (228 coins)
1.50 g or more, 4% (11 coins)

1.20–1.49 g, 68% (28 coins)
1.50 g or more, 12% (6 coins)

Estimated weight
standard

1.60 g 1.60 g

Normal die axis 12 h 12 h
Diameter 12–13 mm (13 coins) 12–13 mm (25 coins)

14 mm (5 coins)

Differences
Motif Head of Herakles/crab, club Head of Apollo/lyre
Ethnic ΚΩΙΟΝ, on a few coins ΚΩΙΩΝ ΚΩΙΩΝ
Control letter – A, K E
Placing of legend horizontal vertical

Fig. 7. A comparison of the young Herakles/crab, club and the Apollo/lyre hemidrachms.
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The Kalymnian connections
Two names, present in both issues, may belong to Kalymnians 
(now Koan citizens) as they occur more frequently, if at all, 
in Kalymnian inscriptions. The corpus of Koan inscriptions 
is much larger than that of Kalymnian inscriptions, and so 
one would expect there to be more Koan entries if the name 
was equally common on both islands. The name of Aristaios 
appears only in one (early imperial) Kalymnian inscription,68 
and that of Diotimos appears on eleven occasions in Kalym-
nian inscriptions, most dating to the 3rd century or c. 200, as 
compared to one (possibly two) appearances in Koan inscrip-
tions.69

The obverse shows a head of Apollo and the reverse motif 
can be compared to that of several of the Kalymnian issues 
from c. 200 showing a lyre.70 The choice of head of Apollo/lyre 
as motifs, the vertical placing of the legends, as on the Kalym-
nian coins, and the fact that some of the moneyers responsible 
for these issues very likely were Kalymnians is probably signifi-
cant. The choice of type on the coins was regarded as a mat-
ter of public importance and the introduction of the Apollo/
lyre types must be interpreted in this context.71 Apollo was 
the principal god on Kalymnos and his appearance on Koan 
coins in the period c. 200–170 is likely to have something to 
do with the reincorporation of Kalymnos into the Koan state 
in 201/0. It would also acknowledge the contribution of the 
Kalymnians, now Koan citizens, and their main god, in the 
war against Philip V (201–197).72

68 The Aristaios in the Koan funerary inscription Herzog 1899, no. 
182, is a foreigner.
69 http://epigraphy.packhum.org/inscriptions/ (2011-10-19). Aris-
taios, Segre 1944–1945, no 178; Diotimos, Kalymnos, Segre 1944–1945, 
nos. 3, 58, 85 (five entries), 102, 130B, C, D (three entries); Kos, Segre 
1993, ED 233b (dated to the 2nd century BC). PH 10c69 is a Kalymnian, 
SEG 36:758 is not Koan, and Klee 1918.8.II is of unknown nationality. 
An inscription from Samothrace gives a list of mystai thought to be from 
Kos which includes a Diotimos, son of Diotimos; the inscription is dated 
to the 2nd century BC (Salviat, BCH 86, 1962, 275–278 no. 4.3); when 
Koan names could belong to men living either on Kalymnos or on Kos.
70 Höghammar 2010a.
71 When writing about local reverse types on coins from western Asia 
Minor during the imperial era, Robert connects the choice of motives 
and details with information on local cults transmitted to us by Quintus 
of Smyrna and by Nonnos. His conclusion is that the types on the coins 
and the representation in all its details closely correspond to local legends 
which are particular to each polis. That is “a large group of images can 
only be explained through the particular circumstances of a certain polis; 
cults, festivals, heroic and divine legends, traditions and inventions on 
the foundation and the parentage, …” etc (Robert 1967, 102). Meadows 
points out “that cities did value the ability to choose and use their own 
designs.” He also points out that the choice of national types was “an im-
portant function of the men charged with their production” (Meadows 
2001, 59).
72 See also below pp. 291–293. The choice of a certain type could be 
due to economic or political reasons. Here I consider the reason to be 
political as this issue circulated only within Kos.

discussion and summary

Also this issue differs greatly from earlier Koan issues in its ra-
tio of coins to obverse dies. The young Herakles hemidrachms 
from the 3rd century (HI XIII) with 263 coins and 39 dies 
have a coin:obverse die ratio of 7:1 whereas that of the Apol-
lo/lyre hemidrachms with 44 coins is just below 2:1, strongly 
suggesting that the original number of dies was considerably 
larger. The estimates presented by Esty in the Appendix show 
that the original number of dies was most likely at least 40 
and probably higher. Ingvaldsen estimates the original num-
ber of dies for issue XIII to have been 41 (+/– less than 1) 
using Carter’s simplified formula. Esty’s results show that the 
Apollo/lyre issue with most likely more than 40 dies in all 
probability was larger than the 3rd century issue.

The hemidrachms show indications of careless production, 
possibly due to having been minted in hurried conditions. 
More than half of the reverses were struck partly off flan. By 
contrast, on the drachms such a carelessly struck reverse ap-
pears only once.

The large majority of the moneyers belong to one of two 
groups which are linked by the name of one man. The second 
group is tightly linked and all the moneyers in it must have 
worked together. As the two groups are connected the whole 
issue must have been issued within a short period of time. As 
far as we know, the life of an obverse die was normally one 
year or less (see n. 39), thus the whole issue should have been 
minted within less than ten years.

As it is the second group which appears to have been 
coined together with the drachms, perhaps the mint started 
issuing the hemidrachms and then, shortly afterwards, also the 
drachms. We need to be careful with such conclusions how-
ever, as we appear to have far from all original dies.

There is in this issue a clear Kalymnian connection which 
probably has to do with the common struggle of Kalymnians 
and Koans against Philip V of Macedonia c. 200.

When compared to other 3rd and 2nd century national 
silver, it is clear that these two issues are transitional in charac-
ter. They retain certain 3rd century traits, mostly of a technical 
character, but they also show several 2nd century features.

The dating of the issues
Ingvaldsen based his discussion of the drachms on 28 coins 
(here 44), 16 obverse dies (here 23) and five names (here 
eight), and the hemidrachms on 20 coins (here 45), 14 ob-
verse dies (here 25) and six names (here 16). The much en-
larged body of names makes a difference when comparing the 
issues with other 2nd century issues.

As noted, the ratio of coins to obverse dies, roughly 2:1, 
shows that we probably have only a small part of the original 
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output and can expect new data to emerge when more coins 
appear. This raises the matter of how many coins we have of 
these two issues as compared to the slightly earlier issues of 
drachms and hemidrachms on the Rhodian weight standard, 
HI XII and XIII, and the (partly parallel?) succeeding issue 
of Asklepios/incuse silver. There is a considerable difference 
between the issues in the number of known coins.73 Among 
scholars presently working on the Koan mint there is a con-
sensus that the issues discussed here were minted within a 
short period of time, no more than ten years, possibly fewer 
than five.74 When I compare the numbers of obverse dies and 
coins I will therefore do it with what I have called “the late 
groups” of bearded Herakles drachms and young Herakles 
hemidrachms. These groups were probably minted between c. 
210–200, a period of about the same length as that presumed 
for the two later issues.75 The estimated period of time within 
which the later Asklepios/incuse silver issue was minted is 
about 50 to 60 years in Kroll’s 1964 study, but he stresses that 
it was more compact and did not span the entire period.76 No 
study has been made on the detailed chronology of the issue, 
so I will therefore use the numbers for the whole series when 
referring to it.

The late group of bearded Herakles drachms, HI XII, 
presently contains 23 obverse dies and 117 coins;77 the young 
Herakles issue has the same number of dies, but only 44 coins. 
As for the hemidrachms, the late group in the earlier issue 
comprises 32 obverse dies and 219 coins;78 the Apollo hemi-
drachms have 24 obverse dies and only 45 coins. The number 
of extant coins belonging to the later issues is thus compara-
tively small, and new coins rarely appear on the market. As for 
the Asklepios/incuse silver issue of the second century, 134 
obverse dies and 370 coins are known.79 Again there are rela-
tively few coins per die, but new coins from this issue appear 
regularly on the market and their number is growing steadily. 
It is clear that we have a much smaller number of coins from 
the young Herakles/incuse and Apollo issues than could be 
expected when compared with the preceding (and succeed-
ing) issues. What could be the reason for this? If the original 
output of coins was small one would expect fewer obverse dies. 
If as many, or more, coins were minted as in the late group of 

73 The search for coins belonging to these two issues has been as thor-
ough as that for the other issues compared to it. The difference in num-
bers is thus not due to less efficient searching.
74 Ingvaldsen 2002, 156, 160, 164; Stefanaki, information in e-mail.
75 For a discussion of the “late groups” see Höghammar 2013, 202–203.
76 Kroll 1964, 85. Presumably the minting of it went on for several de-
cades. With all the new coins now known, the issue needs to be restudied 
in detail.
77 See also Höghammar 2013, 202–203.
78 See also Höghammar 2013, 202–203.
79 Stefanaki 2012, 266-280.

Herakles drachms, then the difference in the number of extant 
coins could be due to a short period of circulation caused by 
withdrawal of the coins from the market when, as I presently 
believe likely, the state wished to introduce the Asklepios/in-
cuse coinage.80 This large issue would, for some decades, have 
been used within Kos to pay for the rebuilding after the severe 
earthquake of 198.

eARLIeR dATIngS

The first to present an outline of the Koan output of coins 
was the epigraphist W.R. Paton in the volume The Inscriptions 
of Cos from 1891. He dated the bearded Herakles drachms 
and young Herakles hemidrachms, HI XII and XIII, to the 
3rd century, the young Herakles/incuse drachms to between 
200–88, and the Apollo hemidrachms to the period 88–50.81 
In 1897 Head published BMC Caria and, except for the 
Apollo hemidrachms, his dates were later than Paton’s. He 
dated part of the issue of bearded Herakles drachms (regarded 
by him as a separate issue) to 190–166?, the young Herakles/
incuse drachms to 166–88,82 and the Apollo hemidrachms to 
88–50.83 He also connected the Koan incuse silver with the 
Rhodian silver of the same type and stated that it was the Rho-
dians who introduced the shallow plinthophoric silver in this 
area.84 I will come back to this below.

Head gave a picture of a continuous production of Koan 
silver all through the late Hellenistic period.85 He was mainly 
correct in the sequence of the different issues, but his absolute 
dates were erroneous. Ingvaldsen has shown that the issue of 
bearded Herakles drachms and the concurrent young Herak-
les hemidrachms belong in the 3rd century and ended c. 200.86

When Robinson in the 1930s and Kroll in the 1960s dis-
cussed and revised the earlier datings, the dates proposed by 
Head were their point of departure. Both started with the 

80 In contrast to the HI XII and XIII issues, no examples where most or 
all the obverse motif has been worn away are known. The visible wear on 
some seems, from the photos, to be due to not only rubbing, but also to 
wear on dies, to corrosion and to cleaning. To settle this question prop-
erly a study of the physical coins would be necessary.
81 Paton & Hicks 1891, 308 (issues h and j), 313 (issue v), 318 (issue 
ah).
82 He also put the Asklepios/incuse silver in this period and thus saw 
these two issues as roughly contemporary.
83  BMC 19, xciv–xcvii, 200–201, 205, Cos nos. 117, 118; 210, nos. 
165–168.
84 When discussing the Koan drachms he wrote: “They are character-
ized by the restoration of the incuse square in a shallow form, on the re-
verses, an archaistic fashion, introduced in the first instance at the Rho-
dian mint and imitated on the mainland by the Lycians, &c.” (BMC 19, 
xcvi).
85 In his presentation he does not give any specific arguments for his 
datings.
86 Ingvaldsen 2002, 117–126, 164. 
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notion that the issues HI XII and XIII were minted between 
190 and 166. As HI XII and XIII were clearly earlier than 
the young Herakles/incuse and Apollo/lyre issues, the latter 
necessarily postdated 166.

Robinson published the IGCH 1320 hoard in 1936. He 
saw that the young Herakles/incuse and Apollo issues were 
contemporary and placed them in the late 2nd century. Rob-
inson refers to Head for the date 166–88 for the young Her-
akles/incuse drachms. As for the absolute dating of the Apollo 
hemidrachms, he compares the head on this issue with that 
“on the dated series of tridrachms, &c., from Alabanda”,87 say-
ing that “special details” are “exactly paralleled” on the two. 
He does not specify which details.88 The Alabanda coins were 
later dated to the period 166–133.89 One obvious similarity is 
that the Apollo head in several dies is depicted with a similar 
coiffure, with, for instance, corkscrew locks. They thus show 
a close similarity in iconographic detail. There are, however, 
methodological objections to this assumption of contempo-
raneity. On coins the same iconographic type of a particular 
deity can be seen over extended periods, both within the same 
polis and in different city-states. Iconographic similarities 
thus do not necessarily mean closeness in time, and a direct 
chronological connection with the Alabandean coins can be 
questioned. This means that Robinson’s argument for a dat-
ing “nearly half a century earlier than Head’s date”,90 i.e. some-
where in the period c. 135–100 was far from firm.

In 1964, Kroll analysed the so-called “tetrobols” 
(Asklepios/incuse silver) in an article where he also suggested 
an earlier date for the two issues discussed here. Basing his 
conclusions on the wear and chronological composition of 
the coins in the IGCH 1320 hoard, as well as on historical 
arguments and Mario Segre’s 1952 publication of Kalymnian 
inscriptions, he dated the two issues to the middle of the 2nd 
century.91 Following Head, he wrote that the young Herak-
les/incuse drachms “were probably first struck after 166 BC 
in imitation of the restored incuse drachms of Rhodes.”92 He 
thought that IGCH 1320 “confirms Head’s association of the 
Koan and Rhodian incuse drachms” as it contained Herakles/
incuse drachms and “hemidrachms of Rhodes in fine to FDC 
[fleur de coin] state of preservation”.93 Recent research has 

87 BMC 19, 2, nos. 10–12.
88 Robinson 1936, 194.
89 Waggoner 1989, 289, series 5.
90 Robinson 1936, 194.
91 Kroll 1964, 83–84.
92 Kroll 1964, 83.
93 The two Rhodian hemidrachms in the hoard belong to Jenkins 1989, 
Group B. “Fine” must be used in a non-technical sense and mean “in 
good condition”.

shown that the earliest Rhodian plinthophoric issues started 
about 30 years before 166 (see below).94

In the later 1990s the post-166 dating was questioned by 
Ashton. In a note on the pseudo-Rhodian drachms of Kos 
he wrote that the Herakles/incuse drachms which display 
a shallow square incuse, a plinthos, “may […] have begun as 
early as the 180s”. One important reason for this was the fact 
that, on the basis of epigraphical sources, the earliest Rhodian 
plinthophoroi, could be backdated to c. 190.95

Ingvaldsen discussed the chronology in detail; basically 
he followed Ashton, and concluded that the Koan issues were 
minted c. 180–175. He writes, “The most important feature 
as to the chronology of the issue is the presence of the plinthos 
[… ] Due to the dominant position of Rhodes in the area at 
the time, one has suggested, and generally accepted that this 
particular type of plinthophoroi was introduced on Rhodes 
and followed by other nearby and/or related states.”96 Ingvald-
sen agreed with Ashton in placing the introduction of the 
Rhodian plinthophoric silver c. 190, but he dated the Koan 
silver to the 170s. He pointed out stylistic parallels to Jenkins’s 
group B and wrote, “Due to the stylistic divergences with the 
earliest issue of Rhodian plinthophoroi, and the natural delay 
in transferring a newly introduced coin type to other states, a 
period of minting between the years c. 180–175 now appears 
the most probable …”97

The dating of the two Koan issues has depended on two 
main arguments. Firstly, Robinson’s and Kroll’s datings were 
based on Head’s erroneous view that the Koan bearded Her-
akles drachms (HI XII) should be dated to 190–166. The 
second argument for a dating after 166 has been the connec-
tion made with the Rhodian plinthophoric silver (earlier pre-
sumed to postdate 166) which, since Head, has been seen as 
serving as a model for the Koan issues of the same type. When 
the introduction of the Rhodian plinthophoroi, in stages, was 
backdated, so was that of the Koan issues.98

94 Ashton 2001, 89. Ashton sees Jenkins 1989, group A as beginning c. 
190 in this article, but now notes that Meadows (2009) by implication 
pushes the dating of the earliest group back to the mid-late 190s (Ashton 
2012, 194).
95 Ashton 1998, 227.
96 Ingvaldsen 2002, 156.
97 Ingvaldsen 2002, 156–157. Ingvaldsen saw stylistic parallels in the 
lettering of the Koan plinthophoric drachms and Jenkins’s group B, i.e. 
the short transverse bars at the end of the letter strokes. In his discussion 
he therefore places the Koan incuse drachms after Jenkins’s group B (Ing-
valdsen 2002, 157). This trait is, however, also found on the Koan issue 
Höghammar 2007 C, probably dating 201–200. Another matter is that 
it is hard to know how long a “natural delay” would be, but imitations 
could have been made very quickly. In my view, ideas did not take over a 
decade to travel between neighbouring islands.
98 Should the Koan coins imitate the Rhodian, Meadows’s recent work 
implicitly dates the introduction of the Rhodian plinthophoric silver to 
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The shallow plinthos on the reverse has thus played an im-
portant part in the discussions of the date of the two issues. 
Requier and Ingvaldsen now agree that the Koan mint had 
coined silver in a technique which later developed into the 
plinthophoric already with the issue XIV dated c. 280–250.99 

This changes our view on where the earliest plinthophoroi in 
the area may have been produced and we can no longer safely 
assume that the Koan plinthophoric drachms imitated the 
Rhodian.

RedATIng THe ISSueS

When dating the two issues I will base my conclusion on six 
different factors:

• The technical characteristics of the issues.
• The transitional character of the coins.
• A discussion of IGCH 1320 containing coins from these 

and other issues.
• A comparison of the names with those in other issues and 

in two inscriptions.100

• A comparison of the lettering on other issues.
• A stylistic comparison of the Herakles head with the same 

motif on other issues.

at least as early as c. 195, making the 190s a possible date for the Koan 
issue (Meadows 2009, 61–62, 82).
99 Ingvaldsen writes: “Dies with a moulded square incuse were used 
for the following issues: XI,1 (didrachms), XIV,1 (tetradrachms), XXIII 
(drachms [=the Herakles/incuse issue]) and XXVI (bronze coins).” and 
“The drachms of issue XXIII are often labelled ‘plinthophoric’ drachms 
after the plinthos (incuse) on the reverse.185 A considerable number of 
plinthophoric drachmas were issued by different mints in Asia Minor 
during the first half of the second century. This type was named in con-
temporary sources after the square incuse (e.g. in the Delian inventories), 
but the die-type and fabric were already in use on the much earlier issues 
of XI and XIV.” Ingvaldsen 2002, 42, 43. In a personal communication 
Requier, having restudied the issues in December 2012, states that no in-
cuse in issue XI has been imprinted with a plinthophoric die, and in Janu-
ary 2013 Ingvaldsen wrote to me that he now agrees with Requier in this. 
Requier is of the opinion that the incuse on some of the tetradrachms HI 
XIV (= Requier 1996) has been produced in a technique which uses a 
round die with a square shallow plinthos in the centre and a flat surface 
around it. This flat surface does not, however, cover the entire flan as the 
outer edges of the latter show a relief. Neither is the flat surface perfectly 
plane. This can be seen on the actual coins, but not on photographs (an 
example is Requier 1996, Pl. 5d). I am most grateful to P. Requier for al-
lowing me to use the results of his close work on the dies used on Kos in 
the third century as it, in my opinion, shows that the plinthorphoric die 
is more likely to have been developed there rather than at Rhodes.
100 A problem that cannot be addressed in this article is that later Koan 
bronze issues have not yet been studied in detail, and thus we lack an 
overview of the names appearing in them.

The technical characteristics

One important trait of both drachms and hemidrachms is their 
estimated weight standard. Ingvaldsen has shown that, in the 
Koan mint, the weight standard of the 3rd century drachms is 
reduced as compared to the late 4th century issues of the same 
denomination and the same goes for the didrachms. First I will 
present the drachms. There was a chronological gap between 
the latest 4th century issue (HI VIII) and the 3rd century issue 
(HI XII) of c. 30–60 years. The weights of the 55 weighed coins 
from HI VIII dating to the second half of the 4th century range 
between 2.93–3.72 g with a peak at 3.35 g, whereas the weights 
of the 172 weighed coins of his issue XII dating c. 260–200 
range between 2.31–3.35 g with a peak at 3.00 g.101 Now I will 
pass to the didrachms. In 2010 I investigated the weights of the 
later 4th and the 3rd century issues of Koan didrachms. There is 
a clear difference between the maximum weights in the differ-
ent issues, with 44% of the 133 weighed coins weighing above 
6.80 g in the 340s (HI IV), and fewer than 3% of the 81 weighed 
coins weighing above 6.80 g in HI XI dating c. 280–250. None 
of the 18 examples in the slightly later issue, HI XV, c. 250–240 
weighed above 6.80 g. The same tendency seems to exist also in 
the Rhodian issues of didrachms.102 There is thus, in the Koan 
mint, an obvious tendency towards lighter coins with the pas-
sage of time. We cannot prove that this tendency was continued 
in the 2nd century, but the vast expenses caused by the wars 
and the earthquake in the early part of it, make it unlikely that 
it was discontinued. The fact that both the issues discussed in 
this article have the same estimated weight standard, 3.20–3.30 
g and 1.60 g, as the 3rd century issues is thus an indication that 
they were produced soon after the latter.103 The somewhat later 
Asklepios/incuse issue was, in my opinion, minted on a differ-
ent standard, the coins in it weigh about two thirds the weight 
of the earlier Rhodian drachms. The Hellenistic Koan issues 

101 Ingvaldsen 2002, 44–46, 107–108, 118. There are also two earlier 
issues of drachms from the early and middle part of the 4th century, HI 
issues II and V, but we have so few coins from them (three and eight re-
spectively) that no certain conclusions can be drawn from that material. 
Ingvaldsen 2002, 90, 97, 229.
102 Höghammar 2010a, 512–514, 522 (Table 2).
103 The island of Kos was hit by a major earthquake in 198 and the re-
construction work must have been drawn out and costly. Ashton has 
dated the beginning of the Rhodian drachms of reduced weight,  2.80 
g, (still part of the same issue as the earlier and heavier drachms) to the 
220s, and he suggested that the connected tetradrachms were struck to 
pay for the repair work done after the earthquake which hit Rhodes in 
227–226 (Ashton 2001, 93). As the weight reduction of the Rhodian 
drachms comes after the disaster it is likely that this measure is a sign that 
the Rhodian state was forced to lower the weight (but keep the official 
value) in order to be able meet the expenses caused by the reconstruction 
work. We have a parallel situation at Kos in the early 2nd century which 
probably also led to coins being struck at a lower weight, but here there is 
a change of weight standard from the Rhodian to the “Persic”/Microasi-
atic.
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were minted on the Rhodian weight standard and the issues of 
the two islands parallel each other in the weight reduction evi-
dent in the material. The fact that the Koan plinthophoroi had 
the same weight standard as the earlier issue of Koan drachms, 
heavier than that of the lower-weight Rhodian plinthophoric 
drachms, indicates that they preceded the latter.104

The fact that the upright die-axis is the same as in the pre-
ceding issues is not significant as this was also the case in the 
2nd century. More interesting is the fact that the flan diameter 
(and thickness) seems to be just about the same as in the 3rd 
century issues. One can see a general tendency towards larger, 
thinner flans, but this had already started in the 3rd century 
issues. Well over half the coins in both pairs of issues have 
the same diameter and there are only a small number of coins 
in the later issues which have a slightly larger diameter. This 
shows that there is no leap to markedly larger flans in the later 
issues, but rather a continuation of an already existing trend.

The IGCH 1320 hoard found on Kalymnos

This hoard is important as it is the only Koan hoard from 
the period which includes more than two different issues.105 
It contains Koan 3rd century drachms, Herakles/incuse 
drachms, Apollo/lyre hemidrachms and several Koan bronze 
issues along with Kalymnian and Rhodian silver. It has hither-
to been regarded as a savings hoard, but I will argue that it is a 
currency hoard, buried as early as c. 190.

Two of the four Rhodian coins reported are regarded as 
probable intrusions,106 and so the integrity of the hoard can 
perhaps be questioned.107 The other 45 coins described by Rob-

104 Their being heavier than the Rhodian plinthophoric drachms was 
first brought to my attention by R. Ashton.
105 The Rhodian hoard IGCH 1321, which also includes three Koan 
coins belonging to the issues presented here, will be discussed below.
106 Ashton 1996, 279, 1998, 227, n.14. Ashton noted that these two 
coins stand out from the rest being both later in date and displaying a 
higher degree of wear.
107 The combination of silver and bronze coins in the same hoard is 
unusual. To see just how rare such mixed hoards are and how they are 
composed, I have gone through the hoard inventories in the IGCH and 
the first ten Coin hoards volumes. The occurrence of silver and bronze 
coins in the same hoard occurs regularly in different regions and periods. 
In the region of the Aegean and surrounding area almost 50 such hoards 
are reported. In the 47 hoards listed below those given as uncertain and 
entries referring to coins found in general excavations and graves have 
been excluded. Greece and the southern Balkans: IGCH, nos. 122, 124, 
143, 159, 162, 200, 301, 302, 330, 386, 522; CH I, no. 42; CH III, nos. 
23, 54, 84; CH V, no. 30; CH VIII, nos. 77, 392, 409, 521; CH IX, nos. 
58, 161, 162, 201, 243; CH X, nos. 64, 74, 75, 103, 107, 124, 171, 191. 
Asia Minor and Cyprus: IGCH nos. 1211, 1217, 1227, 1288, 1297, 
1330, 1346, 1352, 1475; CH II, no. 84 (= IGCH 1342)¸ CH VIII, no. 
239; CH IX, no. 375, 503; CH 10, no. 270. Most consist mainly of either 
silver or bronze with just an occasional coin of the other metal, but a 
third have more than just a couple of coins in both metals. With four 
exceptions (CH III, nos. 54 and 84, CH 10, nos. 103 and 191) the 18 

inson are, however, chronologically homogeneous and there-
fore I regard them as belonging to one and the same hoard.

The hoard, when first published by Robinson in 1936, 
was dated shortly before 100 BC.108 In 1964 Kroll placed the 
burial of the hoard at c. 150.109 Mørkholm gave the hoard a 
deposit date of 200–175 in IGCH.110 In 1996 Ashton gave 
the hoard a concealment date in the second, or, more likely, 
the third quarter of the 2nd century, but in 1998 he tenta-
tively suggested a deposit date shortly before the late 170s.111 
Ingvaldsen, following Ashton, gave the hoard a concealment 
date in c. 175, and Giannikouri & Stefanaki in 2011 suggested 
the end of the 180s–c. 175/70 or c. 150.112 Until the 1990s 
the other silver issues were regarded as earlier than the two is-
sues under discussion here, and, excluding the two (pseudo-)
Rhodian drachms, this is still the case. The main reason for 
this (apart from their state of wear) is that the Herakles/in-
cuse issue has been regarded as copying the (earliest) Rhodian 
plinthophoroi.113 However arrived at, it has been the date given 
to the Herakles/incuse and Apollo/lyre issues which has also 
determined the suggested deposit date of the hoard.

Much work has recently been done on Koan silver and 
bronze issues between the middle of the 3rd century and the 
early 2nd century by Ingvaldsen and by Giannikouri & Stefa-
naki.114 The Kalymnian Hellenistic silver has also been ana-
lysed.115 We are thus in a much better position to date the 

hoards listed below consist of coins from at least two different mints. The 
coin hoard from Kalymnos is thus typical of one type of mixed hoard 
(AR and AE) deposited in and around the Aegean region, mainly in the 
later 4th to 2nd centuries. Entry number (in bold) from the volume is 
followed by date and number of coins. Small Roman numerals denote 
centuries. Eighteen hoards with five or more coins of silver and bronze 
respectively are listed. IGCH, nos. 162, c. 250 BC (30 AR, 9 AE), 200, iii 
(46 AR, 154 AE), 301 ii (167 AR, 13 AE), 302, ii (5 AR, 93 AE), 330, 
early i (54+ AR, 44+ AE), 386, c. 340–30 BC (18 AR, 11 AE), 522, c. 
125 BC? (25 AR, 50 AE), 1217, c. 334–32 BC (50 AR, 175 AE), 1227, 
iv? (19 AR, 74 BIL, 10 AE), 1297, c. 240 BC (c. 300 AR and AE, 6+ AR, 
133+ AE), 1352, ii–i (8 AR, c. 20 AE); CH III, nos. 23, 315 BC (6 AR, 
380 AE), 54, 160 BC (5 AR, 44 AE), 84, 20 BC (29 AR, 58 AE); CH 
IX, 243, 168 BC (16 AR, 42 AE); CH X, nos. 64 289–79 (5 AR, 34 AE), 
103, late iii/early ii (5 AR, 44 AE), 171, mid i? (19 AR, 2 749 AE), 191, 
late i–early i AD (28 AR, 58 AE).
108 Robinson 1936, 190–194.
109 This deposit date was thus based in part on Head’s mistaken dating 
of the Rhodian plinthophoric issues. Kroll also included the dating of the 
Kalymnian coins in his reasoning. Kroll 1964, 83–84.
110 IGCH 1320.
111 Ashton 1996, 279, 1998, 227, n.14.
112 Ingvaldsen 2002, 157–158; Giannikouri & Stefanaki 2011, 350–
351. Their later date of c. 150 follows Apostolou 2002, 143–144, but, 
considering the discussion in Ashton 2001, 89 and Meadows’s recent re-
dating of the deposit date of the Mektepini hoard, I find this late dating 
of the Rhodian hemidrachms highly unlikely.
113 This is, as just discussed, probably mistaken.
114 Ingvaldsen 2002 and Giannikouri & Stefanaki 2010. 
115 Höghammar 2010a, 497–528.
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other coins in the hoard than was the case earlier. I have there-
fore, in the following discussion, left the dating of the Herak-
les and Apollo silver and the bronze issue HI XXVI116 open, 
and given the other issues present the dates now accepted by 
scholars working on the Koan mint117 to see if they may help 
us date the issues under examination.

Size and composition
According to Robinson the hoard consisted of 92 silver and 
54 bronze coins. A few of the silver coins were almost in mint 
condition and another 50 pieces were “so heavily oxidized as 
to be worthless”.118 Only 47 coins were properly described, 
comprising Koan bearded Herakles drachms (HI XII), Her-
akles/incuse drachms (HI XXIII), Apollo hemidrachms 
(HI XXIV), coins of four different bronze issues (HI XVIII, 
XVII, XIX and XXI)119, Kalymnian silver and Rhodian silver.

In the list of Koan silver coins below, the magistrates’ 
names are given in the order proposed by Ingvaldsen.

Koan silver
Bearded Herakles/crab, club, HI XII. Date c. 280/60–200,120 
23 known names in issue.
Pythion (4th in Ingvaldsen’s catalogue, one coin)
Nikagoras (13th, two coins)
Astynomos (15th, two coins)
Filinos (16th, four coins)
Kallippidas (17th, three coins)
Zopyrion (19th, one coin)
Herakleitos (21st, one coin)

Young Herakles/crab, club in incuse, HI XXIII, 8 known names 
in issue.
Archias (1st, one coin)
Aratos (2nd, one coin)
Aristaios (3rd, one coin)
Patrokles (4th, two coins)
Aristandros (8th, two coins)

Apollo/lyre hemidrachms, HI XXIV, 16 known names in issue.
Archias (6th, one coin)
Patrokles (7th, three coins)
Aristaios (9th, five coins)
Thrasyandros (10th, one coin)

116 The dating of this issue depends on the dating of the Herakles and 
Apollo silver (Ingvaldsen 2002, 163).
117 In no case is their dating connected to their appearance in this hoard.
118 Robinson 1936, 193.
119 The issues are listed in the chronological order suggested by Gi-
annikouri & Stefanaki 2010.
120 Ingvaldsen 2002, 164; Höghammar 2013, 219–220.

Koan bronze
Seven coins are described by Robinson; another 47 not seen 
by him are said to be of the same types, and mostly with a crab 
in countermark.

Head of young Herakles/crab or crab and club, HI issue XVIII. 
Date, Giannikouri & Stefanaki c. 260/50–240/30, Ingvald-
sen c. 250–200.121

No name given (two coins)

Draped female head/crab, occasionally club, HI issue XVII. 
Date; Giannikouri & Stefanaki c. 220–200, Ingvaldsen c. 
250–200. 20 known names in issue.122

Praxianax (7th, one coin)

Head of young Herakles ¾ facing/club, bow-in-case, HI XIX. 
Date; Giannikouri & Stefanaki c. 210–190/85, Ingvaldsen c. 
210–180,123 21 known names in issue.
Archon, crab in countermark (4th, type 1, one coin)
Pratagoras (6th, type 1, one coin)
Lampias, crab in countermark (9th, type 1, one coin)

Head of young Herakles/crab in incuse, HI XXVI. Date, Gi-
annikouri & Stefanaki 180–170, Ingvaldsen, as issues XXIII 
and XXIV. Two known names in issue.124

Damonos (one coin)

Kalymnian silver125

Helmeted head/lyre. Rhodian weight didrachms. Date, Hög-
hammar c. 260/50–200.126

No magistrates’ names (four coins)

Helmeted head/lyre. “Persic”/microasiatic weight drachms. 
Date, c. 201–200.127

Kleuphanes and Peisistratos (two, possibly three coins)

121 Stefanaki 2012, 253, issue 23; Ingvaldsen 2002, 164. Giannikouri & 
Stefanaki (2010, 454) date the issue c. 275/50–250/25, but in ΚΩΣ I 
(2012) Stefanaki has narrowed down the period to the one given above.
122 Giannikouri & Stefanaki 2010, 455; Ingvaldsen 2002, 139, 164.
123 Giannikouri & Stefanaki 2010, 451; Ingvaldsen 2002, 164.
124 Giannikouri & Stefanaki 2010, 460; Ingvaldsen 2002, 162–164. 
The date given by the former is based on Ingvaldsen (information from 
Stefanaki in an e-mail). Ingvaldsen’s date is the same as for the Herakles/
incuse and Apollo/lyre silver as he connects this bronze issue to the silver 
issues.
125 Robinson 1936, 190, no. 38, and 193. See Höghammar 2007, 90–92 
for a discussion of these coins and Höghammar 2010a for a general dis-
cussion of the Kalymnian Hellenistic silver coinage.
126 Höghammar 2010a, 517.
127 Höghammar 2010a, 517.
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Helmeted head/lyre. “Persic”/microasiatic weight hemidrachm. 
Date, c. 201–200.128

Kleuphanes (one coin)

Rhodian silver
Hemidrachms, Jenkins 1989, group B. Date c. 190–180/175?129

Dexagoras (cf. Jenkins’s no. 39, one coin)
Xenophantos + star (cf. Jenkins’s no. 41, one coin).

Pseudo-Rhodian drachm. Date Ashton, c. 170 (probably 
intrusive).130

Eubios (one coin)

Rhodian or (more probably) pseudo-Rhodian drachm, mag-
istrate’s name obliterated, countermark chimaera (probably 
intrusive).131 Date of countermark, c. 170 (one coin)132

The two (pseudo-)Rhodian-type drachms in the hoard are 
considerably later, c. 170, than the other issues in it. Ashton, 
followed by Ingvaldsen, suggested that they may be intru-
sions.133 Should the hoard be a savings deposit, the presence 
of these coins could be explained, but if that were the case, 
the chronologically homogeneous character of the Koan 
and Kalymnian silver and the Koan bronze issues present 
in it would need to be explained as would the similarity of 
the composition of the Koan silver with that of other Koan 
hoards dating to c. 200 (see below).134 On balance I regard the 
drachms as intrusions.

Apart from the Herakles/incuse and Apollo/lyre silver and 
the associated bronze issue, all the Koan and Kalymnian coins, 
both silver and bronze, date from the middle of the 3rd cen-
tury down to the 190s. Only a few of the coins are from the 
early part of this period, the majority belongs to the decades 
around 200, as if the contents of the hoard were taken out of 
circulation on one particular occasion. A closer look shows 
that the chronological composition of the group of bearded 
Herakles drachms is similar to that in other hoards containing 
such drachms and the parallel issue of hemidrachms (HI XII 

128 Höghammar 2010a, 517.
129 The deposit date of the Mektepini hoard, implicitly dating the earli-
est Rhodian plinthophoric silver (group A), was put back to c. 195 by 
Meadows 2009, 61–62, 82.
130 Ashton 1996, 279, 1998, 227, n. 14.
131 Ashton 1996, 279. 1998, 227, n. 14.
132 The descriptions of the last two coins are from Ashton 1996, 279.
133 When discussing the deposit date of IGCH 1320 Ashton wrote, “If 
this [the suggested deposit date] is right, the pseudo-Rhodian drachm 
and the counter-marked (pseudo-) Rhodian drachm were indeed prob-
ably intrusive.” Ashton 1998, 227 and n. 14; Ingvaldsen 2002, 156–157.
134 A currency hoard deposited in an emergency would contain coins in 
circulation at the time of burial, whereas a savings hoard would contain 
coins from different periods. A savings hoard would normally contain 
mainly silver.

and XIII) with a deposit date at the very end of the 3rd centu-
ry.135 We have IGCH 1308 with 28 early and 170 late coins,136 
IGCH 1309 with 27 late coins, Ingvaldsen 2002, no. 22 with 
three early names and 14 late names (the number of coins for 
the individual moneyers is not given), and finally Högham-
mar 2006 with six early and eleven late coins. In three of the 
four hoards both early and late coins from the issues are repre-
sented, but the late coins dominate strongly. The fourth hoard, 
IGCH 1309, contains only late drachms. In IGCH 1320 we 
have one early and 13 late drachms, i.e. the same chronological 
spread is displayed.

The seven Kalymnian coins in IGCH 1320 must predate 
200. Kalymnos was then reincorporated into the polis of Kos, 
became a Koan deme and could no longer issue its own sil-
ver. In my 2010a article I argue for a date c. 260–200 for all 
the Kalymnian Hellenistic silver issues. The silver with names 
should date to very last years of the 3rd century.137

Excluding the Rhodian silver we thus have a group of sil-
ver coins, Koan and Kalymnian, of which a few are from the 
middle of the 3rd century, but by far the largest part dates to 
its very end. The chronological composition and the propor-
tions of early and late coins from the bearded Herakles issue 
in IGCH 1320 is similar to that of the Koan drachms in four 
of the other hoards deposited c. 200, indicating that is was de-
posited at about the same time.

The bronze coins present a similar picture.138 Three belong 
to issues dating c. 250–200, and three to HI XIX dated c. 
210–190/80. The HI XIX coins belong to Ingvaldsen’s type 
1 (with the ethnic ΚΩΙΟΝ; his second type in the same is-
sue has the later ethnic ΚΩΙΩΝ), dating from c. 210 into the 
190s. This issue (BMC 103–110) has an absolute terminus 
ante quem as it is represented in two different archaeological 
contexts on the agora of Athens,139 which by their contexts are 
dated to c. 230–190/80. One coin, no. 958a, is from a find 

135 A detailed presentation of these hoards is given in Höghammar 
2013, 211–214.
136 The name Chairylos appears in both 3rd century issues (as the elev-
enth name of 23 in the relative order of moneyers on the drachms and as 
the ninth of 21 names on the hemidrachms). There is a change in charac-
ter of output and outlook (only drachms) of the coins minted after him. I 
have labelled the group of coins issued before or by Chairylos as early, and 
the group of coins issued after him as late. The late groups will be used in 
comparisons with the presently discussed issues. 
137 Höghammar 2010a, 495–526.
138 It was only with Ingvaldsen 2002 that the Koan bronze issues were 
more thoroughly analysed and given closer datings. These were then 
somewhat revised by Giannikouri and Stefanaki in 2010. This is the first 
time that all the bronze issues in the hoard are discussed in connection 
with its dating.
139 Kroll 1993, 274. When visiting the Agora museum I noted that both 
coins are severely corroded.
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context closed in 183/2.140 The other coin, 958b, appeared in 
a different context together with coins dating from the 220s 
to not later than 187.141 The two find contexts suggest that 
the coins of this issue should not be later than the early 180s, 
and they are more likely to belong to the late 3rd century or 
the 190s.

Two of the HI XIX coins in the hoard have on the reverse 
a square countermark with a crab, and Robinson was told that 
most of the bronze coins not seen by him carried the same 
countermark. One may think that this is a sign of their circu-
lating over a long period of time and be an argument for a late 
deposit date of this hoard. Before discussing these counter-
marked coins, a few general considerations on countermarks, 
and some general information on the issue HI XIX are nec-
essary. Countermarks can be applied for a variety of reasons. 
When used on bronze by the same authority which produced 
the original issue, two possibilities appear most likely. One is 
to continue in use a coin which has seen extreme wear, i.e. has 
been in circulation for a considerable period of time. A second 
is to revalue the coin, up or down, often in connection with a 
crisis of some kind.142

Howgego, in his work on Greek Imperial countermarks,143 
notes that a coin may not be worn when countermarked, but 

140 This coin was found in the construction fill of the Middle Stoa on 
the agora which contained 189 identifiable coins giving a nearly com-
plete run of Athenian bronze from c. 350 “down to the closing of the fill 
in 183 BC” (Kroll, 49–50). The closing date is based on Grace’s (1985) 
chronology of Rhodian amphora handles. On the lower chronology sub-
sequently proposed by Finkielsztejn (2001), the closing date of the fill 
would be 169/67 (or 170/68). The lower chronology is, however, still 
debated: Magnetto (2008, 75–77) has presented serious objections to 
a date in the later 180s for the Rhodian eponymous priest Pratophanes, 
supported by among others Finkielsztejn and Habicht; she offers con-
vincing arguments for placing him in the 190s which supports Grace’s 
early chronology; she gives a good overview of the sources pertaining to 
the document in which Pratophanes is mentioned, a Rhodian arbitration 
between Samos and Priene.
141 958b was found together “‘with other coins, the latest being Athe-
nian Period II pieces of c. 220’s–190’s BC and 991, Antiochos III, 223–
187 BC” (Kroll 1993, 274). The coin, 958b (= Θ-291) was, as far as I can 
see, not found in a closed context, but, as all the other coins found with it 
are no later than c. 220s–190s/187, it is reasonable to conclude that this 
coin is no later. 
142 See, for instance, Milne 1939, 75–76. Mørkholm (1991, 126) sug-
gests that the countermarks on the bronze coins at Sardis issued by 
Achaios in the 210s “may have been intended to increase their nominal 
value during the siege of the city by Antiochos III”. Much later, in the 
3rd century AD, the face values of civic coins could be doubled through 
countermarking (Howgego 1995, 122).
143 As the countermarking of Greek Imperial coins developed out of 
the Hellenistic practice (Howgego 1985, 1), the conclusions reached by 
Howgego are most likely valid also for Hellenistic bronze issues. More 
recently O.D. Hoover has catalogued and discussed the Hellenistic coun-
termarks on Seleucid and foreign bronze coins (Hoover 2008, 157–208). 
The difference between the comparatively minute independent Koan po-
lis with bronze issues minted for local/internal circulation and with no 

having a countermark allowed it to circulate until it was well 
worn. The type of a countermark is recessed into the coin and 
does not wear as the original type does; this means that coins 
could be countermarked very shortly after being struck, some-
times the same year. In his opinion, “To prove that a coun-
termark was applied specifically to revalidate worn coins one 
must show that all (or a high proportion) of the coins counter-
marked were very worn.”144

Ingvaldsen lists 287 coins in issue XIX.145 Almost 25%, 71 
coins, have a countermark, in all but four cases (twice a club, 
twice a gorytos) a crab. The legends are still readable on 26 of 
these coins and on 45 the legends are partly (name not read-
able) or completely obliterated.146 Almost two thirds of the 
countermarks are thus on coins showing heavy wear. Looking 
at the entire issue one can see that 115 coins have completely 
obliterated legends and that 38 of these, 33%, are counter-
marked. As mentioned, Ingvaldsen divides the issue into 
two types, the first which is earlier and the second which is 
later;147 type 1 with 97 coins of which 33 are countermarked 
and type 2 with 75 coins, none with countermarks.148 We 
cannot be certain that the countermarks on the worn coins 
were applied when they had reached an extreme state of wear. 
They could have been applied earlier. Generally one may as-
sume that often only a short time passed between striking and 
countermarking. In this issue a fairly low proportion, 65%, of 
the countermarks is on extremely worn coins; consequently 
we cannot with any confidence conclude the countermarks 
to have been applied in order to revalidate worn coins. This 
conclusion is strengthened by the fact that none of the later, 
type 2 coins, were countermarked.149 Had the countermarks, 
several decades after the minting of the issue, been applied on 
severely worn coins, surely some of the type 2 coins would also 
have been countermarked. Based on the evidence presently at 
hand, the obvious conclusion I come to is that the coins were 
countermarked when issue XIX was still being minted, before 
type 2 was introduced and for reasons which remain obscure.

The more precise datings of Ingvaldsen and Giannikouri 
& Stefanaki show that the Koan bronze coins in the hoard 
belong to the middle to second half of the 3rd century or the 
very beginning (first decade) of the 2nd. Their dates are thus 

foreign issues allowed, and the vast Seleucid empire including many city-
states which allowed the circulation of royal and foreign issues within 
their own territory is large. Direct comparisons as to the function of the 
countermarks are therefore hazardous.
144 Howgego 1985, 8, 11.
145 Ingvaldsen 2002, 324–343.
146 All but three of the extremely worn coins are in Göttingen, i.e. origi-
nally from the Asklepieion.
147 Ingvaldsen 2002, 143.
148 The type of the rest of the countermarked coins cannot be deter-
mined.
149 New evidence may, of course, change the picture.
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the same as or just a few years later than the silver coins in 
the other hoards with a deposit date at the very end of the 
3rd century. Thus the bronze coins, also, indicate that IGCH 
1320 was deposited very shortly after the other Koan hoards. 
The Kalymnian and Koan part of the hoard is chronologically 
homogeneous.

Robinson commented that “the bronze was fairly uniform 
in showing a certain amount of wear”. He described the two 
pseudo-Rhodian drachms as “considerably rubbed”. It is very 
difficult to determine what Robinson meant exactly when us-
ing these expressions, but to me it seems clear that he consid-
ered the bronze as less worn than the two (pseudo-) Rhodian 
drachms. To judge from Robinson’s description, the issue XIX 
bronze coins did not exhibit extreme wear and thus they prob-
ably had not circulated over a particularly long time (several 
decades) before being deposited.

I will now discuss the Rhodian silver. The two Rhodian 
plinthophoric hemidrachms in IGCH 1320 belong to Jen-
kins’s group B.150 Meadows has shown that the burial dates 
of the Mektepini (IGCH 1410) and other hoards, on which 
the start date of the Rhodian plinthophoroi has hitherto re-
lied, should be moved back from c. 190 to c. 195,151 showing 
that the Rhodian Alexanders with the same names as those on 
plinthophoroi of Jenkins’s group A were in circulation before 
c. 195.152 As pointed out to me by R. Ashton, this means that 
the succeeding group B may have started as early as c. 190. This 
makes the Rhodian hemidrachms the latest externally dated 
coins in the hoard.

To judge from Robinson’s text, the relative wear of the sil-
ver coins agrees with the idea of IGCH 1320 being a currency 
hoard. The oldest coins (HI XII) show most wear. The Rho-
dian-weight didrachms from Kalymnos, “were a trifle rubbed” 
and should be somewhat later.153 The Kalymnian coins with 
magistrate’s names showed “little sign of circulation”. The 
young Herakles/incuse and Apollo/lyre silver were “practi-
cally uncirculated”, some even “fleur de coin”.154 The relative 
wear of the coins, as described by Robinson, suggests that the 
Kalymnian silver with a magistrate’s name and the two Koan 
issues under discussion are just about contemporary. This 

150 Jenkins 1989, 107.
151 Meadows 2009, 61–62, 82. The accepted deposit date of this hoard 
was, prior to Meadows’s article, c. 190. In an article from 2010 Hoover 
accepts Meadows’s new dating, while pointing out that a deposit date of 
c. 190 is still a possibility (Hoover 2010, 131).
152 The Group A plinthophoroi were thus also in circulation before c. 
195. The Koan plinthophoric issues, even if modelled on a Rhodian se-
ries, may thus well have been minted in the 190s.
153 The small difference in the amount of wear suggests that these coins 
were issued not long before the coins with a magistrate’s name. 
154 Robinson 1936, 194.

places the beginning of the latest Koan silver in the hoard to 
just after 200.

Robinson described the intrusive (pseudo-)Rhodian 
drachms as “considerably rubbed” and the Rhodian hemi-
drachms as “fine”.155 Kroll wrote that the Rhodian hemi-
drachms were “in fine to FDC [fleur de coin] state of 
preservation”.156 As the latest externally dated coins in the 
issue are in an almost FDC state of preservation, there is no 
internal reason for placing the deposit date later than the time 
of their minting. The names on the hemidrachms are the first 
and the third in Jenkins’s list and, accepting Meadows’s depos-
it date for the Mektepini hoard, IGCH 1320 was, most prob-
ably, deposited in c. 190.

IGCH 1321 (Fig. 8)

In the ANS (American Numismatic Society) collections 
there are 27 coins from the hoard IGCH 1321 (=Noe 1937, 
no. 864) found on Rhodes in the 1930s. Three of these coins 
belong to the two Koan issues under discussion, and 24 are 
Rhodian plinthophoric drachms, of Jenkins’s group A, B 
and C (available on http://numismatics.org/search/ nos. 
44.100.48755, 57–60, 62, 63, 65–81, 92–94). These coins, 
the only known specimens from the hoard, make up just 
about 7% of the original c. 400 silver coins. We don’t know on 
what grounds the selection of these particular coins was made, 
and if and what other series were included in the hoard. All 
the ANS coins show comparatively little wear, so maybe only 
the coins in best condition were chosen. Whatever the selec-
tion principle was, the low percentage of known coins makes 
it impossible to say if they are representative of the hoard as a 
whole. Consequently, an analysis of the group will inform us 
of its composition and the relative state of wear of the indi-
vidual specimens in it, but no generalizations to the hoard as 
a whole can be made.

The Koan coins, one drachm and two hemidrachms, show 
next to no wear. The Rhodian silver belongs to three different 
series, Jenkins’s group A, B and C (Fig. 8). P. van Alfen, who 
has looked at the actual coins, considers the following Rho-
dian coins to exhibit most wear; 1944.100.48757–58, 777. 
Those with the least wear are 1944.100.48759, 775, 778, 779. 
The first three belong to group B and the last four to group 
C. The Koan coins show less wear than the least-worn Rho-
dian coins. This result should give us an idea of their time 
of circulation and the relative age of the coins, the group A 
and B coins being the eldest, then the group C specimens 
and the Koan coins the youngest. There are, however com-
plicating factors. In the group there are also specimens which  

155 Robinson 1936, 194.
156 Kroll 1964, 83. Robinson and Kroll must mean “fine” in a non-tech-
nical sense, i.e. in good condition.
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either show less or more wear than what could be expected: 
no. 1944.100.48766 (group B) shows comparatively little 
wear and no. 1944.100.48780 (group C) comparatively much 
wear. It is, of course, very difficult to estimate the time of cir-
culation as so many factors are involved. The least worn coins 
saw virtually no circulation and the most worn probably two 
to three times the amount of circulation of the least worn 

specimens. An educated guess would be a period of fewer than 
ten years (possibly fewer than five) for the most worn.157

The picture we get from the wear is one where all the coins 
should be placed within a period of fewer than ten years with 
the Koan coins at the very end of the period. This does not fit 
with the accepted dating of Jenkins’s group A (earliest) to C 
(latest) which is spread out over a much longer period, c. 50 
years. Should we accept the relative chronology as indicated 
by the relative state of wear in this group of coins and com-
bine it with the accepted datings of the Rhodian 2nd century 
plinthophoroi, we would have to place the Koan issues in the 
second half of the 2nd century, a date which is clearly implau-
sible. These dates force us to presume that at least some of the 
coins in the described group had been taken out of circulation 
for several decades.158 This means that the Koan coins may also 
have been out of circulation for a considerable period of time 
before being placed in the hoard. A not unlikely possibility is 
that, after being brought to Rhodes they were kept, but not 
circulated as they were not valid currency there, i.e. if brought 
to Rhodes just about fresh from the mint they would remain 
in that condition. Their excellent state of preservation could 
thus have at least two explanations, either that they were the 
latest coins minted, or they had been kept out of circulation 
over a period of time.

The small group of selected coins (only c. 7% of the hoard), 
all showing little wear (indicating that their state of preserva-
tion was the criterion for selection), the short time of circu-
lation, probably not more than ten years, and the occasional 
coin from group B showing comparatively little wear and 
from group C showing comparatively much wear means that 
the group as a whole is difficult to interpret in terms of their 
relative age. Should one use it for a closer dating of the Koan 
issues in it, the results would be highly questionable.

Bronze coins found in the excavations  
of the Asklepieion on Kos
Herzog and Schazmann showed that the sanctuary of 
Asklepios, situated about 3 km outside the town of Kos, 
underwent major reconstruction in the first half of the 2nd 
century BC, almost certainly to repair damage caused by the 
earthquake in 198.159 In the period immediately after the 

157 This is the estimate of P. van Alfen from a close inspection of the 
coins. I am most grateful for his help with an estimate of the wear based 
on the physical coins and also on their time of circulation.
158 Even if we push back the earliest date of the issue C coins to (just?) 
before 150, the recent redating of the Mektepini hoard (Meadows 2009) 
places group B probably in the 180s, leaving us with a period of 20 to 
40 years between the group B and C coins. This seems too long for the 
amount of wear visible on these coins.
159 Herzog & Schazmann 1932, 72–75. The chronology was based on 
architectural considerations. See also Höghammar 1993, 25–26 for a 

ΑΡΤΕΜΩΝ
44.100.48759 Artemon(?) + bipennis (cf. Jenkins C 74)
44.100.48760 ΑΡΧΕΜΩΝ (= Artemon?) + bipennis
44.100.48762 + shield (cf. Jenkins C 61)
44.100.48763 + wreath (cf. Jenkins C 75)
44.100.48765 + Isis crown (cf. Jenkins B 33)
44.100.48766 + Isis crown (cf. Jenkins B 33)

ΔΕΞΙΚΡΑΤΗΣ
44.100.48767 + caduceus (cf. Jenkins B 37)
44.100.48768 + caduceus (cf. Jenkins B 37)
44.100.48769 + right hand (cf. Jenkins C 58)
44.100.48770 + right hand (cf. Jenkins C 58) 
44.100.48771 + thyrsus (cf. Jenkins C 71)

ΜΝΗΜΩΝ
44.100.48776 + cornucopiae (cf. Jenkins B 34)
44.100.48777 + uncertain (cf. Jenkins B 32)

ΘΡΑΣΥΜΕΝΗΣ
44.100.48772 + rising sun (cf. Jenkins B 38)
44.100.48773 + rising sun (cf. Jenkins B 38)
44.100.48774 Thrasymenes(?) + cock (cf. Jenkins C 82)
44.100.48775 + tripod (cf. Jenkins C 77)

ΞΕΝΟΦΑΝΤΟΣ
44.100.48781 + caduceus/ram’s head (cf. Jenkins A 19)

ΑΘΑΝΟΔΩΡΟΣ
44.100.48757 + wing (cf. Jenkins B 36)
44.100.48758 + wing (cf. Jenkins B 36)

ΑΝΑΞΙΔΟΤΟΣ
44.100.48755 + serpent coiled around serpent (cf. Jenkins A 
15, B 30, snake-on-omphalos)

ΤΙΜΟΣΤΡΑΤΟΣ
44.100.48778 + dog’s head (cf. Jenkins C 81, mule (?) head)
44.100.48779+ cult statue (cf. Jenkins C 79, herm)

ΧΑΛΙΝΟΣ
44.100.48780 + wing (cf. Jenkins C 57)

Fig. 8. List of Rhodian plinthophoric drachms in IGCH 1321.
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earthquake the number of visitors to the Asklepieion must 
have declined considerably and fewer coins would have been 
dropped there.160 At first it must have been dangerous, and 
access to the area was probably restricted. These events can 
be connected with the picture created by the finds of single 
bronze coins from the German excavations in the sanctuary, 
which are now in Göttingen. Ingvaldsen summarizes and di-
vides into issues those dated down to the early 2nd century,161 
a total, including a few silver pieces, of 435 coins.162 The issues 
minted in the second half of the 3rd century are well repre-
sented, whereas the early 2nd century issues are more scarce. 
Here the issues are given with the dates and in the chronologi-
cal order proposed by Giannikouri & Stefanaki 2010:163

HI XVIII (c. 260/50–220/30), HI XIX (c. 210–190/85), 
41 coins    133 coins
HI XVI (c. 250/40–210/00), HI XXII (end of 3rd
71 coins    century–c. 175), 19 coins
HI XX (c. 230–220), 32 coins HI XXI (c. 200–180),  
    32 coins
HI XVII (c. 220–200), 60 coins HI XXVI, two coins164

The issues minted in the middle and second half of the 3rd 
century make up just over half of the middle Hellenistic single 
finds from the sanctuary, 204 of the 390 bronze coins. Then 
comes the issue with the largest number of coins, HI XIX; 54 
of the 79 coins whose type can be determined belong to its 
first part,165 and are thus likely to be from the last decade of 
the 3rd century. This means that 258 of the 390 bronze coins 
date to the period c. 250–200.166 Issue XIX, type 2, dating af-
ter 200, is represented by 25 coins. The next issue, HI XXII, 
dated from the end of the 3rd century to c. 175, gives 19 coins 
and HI XXI 32 coins. The issues dated to the early 2nd cen-
tury are thus represented by only 76 coins. What we see is a 
steadily increasing number of (dropped?) coins down to c. 

discussion and further references.
160 Workmen engaged in the reconstruction would probably not bring 
spending money.
161 According to Ingvaldsen all documentation for this collection was 
lost in the Second World War, but the coins at Göttingen, all having the 
same patina, should have come from the same find location which must 
be the Asklepieion. For longer discussion see Ingvaldsen 2002, 57, n. 
231, where he gives the total number of coins as c. 700.
162 Ingvaldsen 2002, 57–58, hoard 36.
163 Giannikouri & Stefanaki 2010, 450–452, 454–455, 457–460. Stefa-
naki informs me that the HI XXV issue (all coins in Göttingen) belongs 
to the mint of Halikarnassos, and should be disregarded.
164 Ingvaldsen 2002, 57. As the date of the last issue depends on the date 
of the Herakles/incuse and Apollo silver, it is disregarded here.
165 I arrived at these figures going through Ingvaldsen’s catalogue of 
coins, issue XIX, pp. 324–343.
166 Fifty-four of the issue XIX coins are of undetermined type. See In-
gvaldsen 2002, 324–343. 

200, after which there is a marked decrease; this must surely be 
connected with the earthquake of 198. HI XXI is one of the 
largest bronze issues on Kos; as it began when the later part 
of HI XIX was being minted, it probably postdates the earth-
quake. The coins belonging to it do not reflect the size of the 
issue (there are more than those of the immediately preceding 
small issues, but still comparatively few) and they may come 
from the period after the reopening of the sanctuary.

The chronological pattern of the single bronze coins found 
in the Asklepieion thus vindicates the dates suggested by Gi-
annikouri and Stefanaki for the bronze issues also present in 
IGCH 1320.

The onomastic evidence (Fig. 2)

A comparison with other Koan issues
As the two issues which are the subject of this article ran paral-
lel to one another I will, in this part, treat them as one group. 
Nine of the 18 readable names in the two issues also appear 
in other coin issues presented in Ingvaldsen 2002 and Hög-
hammar 2007 (discounting the very uncertain Archias). The 
appearance of a name in two or more different sources does 
not of course mean that they refer to the same person, par-
ticularly when patronymics are not recorded. Nevertheless, it 
can be valid to use homonymity in different coin issues as evi-
dence for contemporaneity, for several reasons. One is that the 
names on the coins refer only to the men who were respon-
sible for the minting of the issues, a very small set of persons. If 
one finds a group of names occurring in different issues which 
are, for other reasons, regarded as belonging to the same gen-
eral period covering about one generation, it is highly likely 
that they refer to the same persons. One can also check how 
common or unusual a certain name is in the onomastic corpus 
of the polis concerned. If a name is both unusual and occurs in 
what appear to be contemporary sources, the likelihood that it 
refers to the same individual increases further. Style of letter-
ing is a further clue: if the shape of the letters used for the same 
name in different issues is identical or near-identical, there is 
a possibility that the homonyms refer to one person using the 
services of the same die-engraver.

Two of the names, Aratos and Parmeniskos appear in HI 
XVI, a 3rd century bronze issue ending in c. 200.167 Hieron 
appears as one of the last but one pair of names in HI XII, 
also ending c. 200. A group of three names, Agesias, Eukrates 
and Parmeniskos, appears in the bronze issue HI XIX, dating 
to c. 210–190(/185) and comprising 21 names. Three names, 
Agesias, Kleufantos and Parmen[-iskos], appear in HI XXI 
(13 names in total), a bronze issue now dated to c. 200/195–

167 Some of the last coins in this issue show the later spelling of the eth-
nic, ΚΩΙΩΝ, and should thus not be earlier than c. 200. 
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180.168 The name Agesias also appears in Höghammar 2007, 
silver issues A and C. Another group of five(?) names, Agesias, 
Eudamos, Nikon, Kleo[-nymidas(?)], and Parme[-niskos(?)] 
occur in the Asklepios/incuse silver issue.169

The names appearing as homonyms in different issues are, 
on the whole, neither extremely unusual, nor very common 
and we can draw no particular conclusions from their fre-
quency in the Koan onomastic corpus.170 There are two excep-
tions to this. The name Parmeniskos is so common that more 
than one magistrate with this name could well have been ac-
tive even within a short period of time. The name Kleufantos 
is quite rare, so that homonymity should here be more signifi-
cant (see discussion below).

The three issues which have the most names in common 
with the Herakles and Apollo issues are HI XIX with three 
names,171 HI XXI with three, one of which is rare, and the 
Asklepios/coiled snake in incuse silver issue with five(?).172 My 
conclusion is that these issues are partly contemporary.173 The 
connection with the issues HI XIX and XXI would, if this 

168 Giannikouri & Stefanaki (2010, 452) date it 200–180, and Stefanaki 
gives 200/195–180, Stefanaki 2012. Ingvaldsen (2002, 149–151, 164) 
dates it c. 190–170.
169 Kroll dated this issue, comprising 28 names, to the second half of the 
2nd century to the early 1st century. In my opinion it belongs to the first 
half of the 2nd century (see Höghammar 2010b, 271–273).
170 The corpus of Koan inscriptions for the Hellenistic period is second 
only to that of Athens and allows one to judge reasonably well whether 
a name is unusual or not. The most recent source for Koan names is the 
Packard Humanities Institute’s database for inscriptions, http://epigra-
phy.packhum.org/inscriptions/, which I have used (20 November 2009). 
As some inscriptions are difficult to date I have used the whole Koan cor-
pus for my search of homonyms. This means that the persons may date to 
any period of antiquity. All entries known to refer to the same individual 
are counted as one. If the number of entries is ten or fewer I regard the 
name as uncommon, if there are eleven to 20 it is fairly common, and if 
there are more than 20 I regard it as common (the most frequent names 
can appear up to 50 times). For names on coins listed above, this proce-
dure gives the following results: Aratos 15, Parmeniskos c. 50, Hieron 14, 
Agesias 15, Nikomedes twelve (eleven of the 22 entries refer to the same 
person), Kleufantos seven.
171 Parmen[-iskos] is not complete on the hemidrachms, and its hom-
onymity is thus not fully ascertained.
172 Parme/n[-n/iskos] appears in a shortened form on both the hemi-
drachms and the Asklepios/incuse silver. Kleonymidas is complete on the 
hemidrachms, but we have only ΚΛΕΩ- in the Asklepios/incuse issue, 
where it could be another name.
173 Head suggested that the Herakles/incuse drachms and the 
Asklepios/incuse silver were roughly contemporary. This was rejected by 
Kroll “… the names on the tetrobols [the Asklepios/incuse silver] do not 
correspond to names on any other Koan coinage, bronze or silver, indi-
cating that when the tetrobols were minted, they were minted exclusively, 
without larger or smaller denominations. The incuse drachms must have 
been earlier than the tetrobols and, as Head plausibly deduced, were 
probably struck after 166 BC in imitation of the restored incuse drachms 
of Rhodes.” (Kroll 1964, 83). With the now enlarged group of names we 
can see that Kroll was mistaken.

conclusion is correct, date the Herakles and Apollo silver in 
the 190s.

A comparison with two inscriptions from 201/0  
and c. 180 respectively
When comparing the names on the coins with names in in-
scriptions, I limit myself to those dating to the general period 
when the issues were minted, c. 200–170.174 As there is a large 
number of inscriptions, many of them containing long lists of 
names, from the period c. 210–170, one would expect to find 
homonyms in any of the four decades.175 I have chosen to look 
at two inscriptions, PH 10 (= IG XII 4,1.75–77) and Pug-
liese-Carratelli 1963/64, no. 26 (=IG XII 4,1.104), both in-
cluding an unusually large number of names. The first is from 
201/0 and the second from c. 180. PH 10,176 with the names 
and patronymics of slightly more than 300 persons donating 
money to the war effort in 201/0, gives us a good review of the 
names of the Koan citizens likely to participate in public af-
fairs and stand for office. The inscription is not complete, and 
the original total of donors is estimated at c. 400.177 It is, how-
ever, the inscription which lists the largest number of adult 
Koans from the entire polis at a particular point in time that 
we have. The men were probably, at the time, heads of their 
oikos. Twelve of the 18 names on the coins occur in the inscrip-
tion as proper names and/or as patronymics.178

More significant is perhaps that, in this small group of 18 
names we have two donors with their respective fathers, Ara-
tos, son of Kleufantos, and Parmeniskos, son of Hieron.179 The 
name Aratos is not particularly frequent on Kos and Kleufan-
tos is rare (see n. 170. As the coins are roughly contemporary 

174 Earlier or later parallels are here irrelevant to the question of a more 
exact dating of the issues.
175 The name of a young adult appearing in an inscription from the years 
around 200 could normally be expected to appear as a patronymic one 
generation later, c. 170. When a name appears as a patronymic the per-
son whose name it was could, depending on the age of the person whose 
proper name it belongs to, be (long) dead.
176 The inscription is in the British Museum. It is also published as 
GIBM no. 343, SGDI III 1, no. 3624, Baker 1991, no. 50 and IG XII 
4,1, nos. 75–77. It was cut in three different copies. The stone in the BM 
gives most of the document; smaller fragments from the other copies are 
included in IG XII 4,1, see nos 76–77.
177 Migeotte 1992, 154–160, and Migeotte 2000, 165–166.
178 Five appear both as a name and as a patronymic (Aristandros, Aris-
toboulos, Hieron, Kallippidas, Permeniskos), three just as patronymics 
(Kleufantos, Leukippos, Nikon) and three just as names (Agesias, Aratos, 
Eudamos). The status of one name (Eukrates) cannot be determined.
179 The same phenomenon occurs also on Kalymnos, where Kleufanes, 
son of Peisistratos, is listed as a donor in the inscription TC 85, dated c. 
205–200; both names also appear on the Kalymnian issues of “Persic”/
Microasiatic weight silver, and most probably refer to the same persons. 
The Kalymnian example would then show that father and adult son 
could be active as moneyers at the same time. For detailed arguments see 
Höghammar 2007, 91.
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(c. 200–170) with the inscription, it is probable that Aratos 
and Kleufantos on the coins are identical with the donor and 
his father. The second donor, Parmeniskos, has a very common 
name, but the name of his father, Hieron, is not particularly 
frequent. These homonyms may refer to the same individuals, 
but in this case it is more uncertain. The donors in PH 10 were 
adults, meaning that their fathers were old in 201/0.180 Should 
the four homonyms on the coins be identical with those in the 
inscription, this almost certainly excludes the possibility that 
the fathers were active in state affairs 20 to 30 years later, as 
they then most probably would have died, or, if still alive, be 
70–80 years old and, most likely, not active in public affairs.

The second inscription, Pugliese-Caratelli 1963/64, no. 
26,181 from the deme of Halasarna, dates to c. 180 and lists 
about180 citizens who had the right to participate in the hiera 
of the deme. They are given with patronymics, their mother’s 
name and her patronymic. Up to four generations in the same 
family occur. Unlike PH 10, it does not cover the citizens of 
the whole of Kos,182 but Halasarna was a populous and im-
portant deme, and one would expect several correspondences 
with coins of about the same date. The pattern is, with one 
exception, similar to that for PH 10. There are eleven hom-
onyms, five as both name and patronymic, four only as a 
patronymic, and two only as a name. A Thrasyandros son of 
Agesias is found in the lists,183 and both names also appear on 
the coins. This name and patronymic also occur in another 
decree, Segre 1993 ED 146, dated by Habicht to c. 200.184 As 
the name Thrasyandros is rare (ten entries) this is probably the 
same man. This shows us that Thrasyandros was an adult by c. 
200 and an older man in c. 180. Thrasyandros’s father, Age-
sias, would then be either extremely old or dead. We cannot 
presume that he was active in public affairs. Also in this case 
it is probable that the homonyms in the two inscriptions and 
on the coins refer to the same persons and, if so, that the coins 
would be more or less contemporary with the inscription 
from c. 200 as Agesias’s name on the coins show him taking an 
active part in the running of the polis.

The remaining homonyms, single names appearing both 
as names and patronymics, do not point in any particular di-
rection. As the pattern for the single names is the same for 

180 The normal age of marriage in ancient Greece was 30 years. A man’s 
first son would thus normally be born after his father had turned 30. The 
father would consequently have reached at least the age of 50 when his 
son was a grown man. 
181 This is the same inscription as PH 367/68 or IG XII.4.1, nos. 103–
104.
182 Several of the persons, however, also appear in inscriptions from the 
deme of Isthmos.
183 Pugliese-Caratelli 1963/64, no. 26 BII.56–59.
184 Habicht 2004, 65, Appendix 1, see “Tharsikrates”.

both inscriptions, no direct conclusions can be drawn from 
the homonyms in them.

When we look at the combination of name and patronym-
ic, there is a stronger connection with the earlier inscription. 
In the small group of 18 names from the coins four reappear in 
PH 10 as that of two donors with patronymics. Together with 
the third pair, appearing in another inscription from c. 200, 
they indicate a date at the very beginning of the 2nd century 
for the two issues under discussion.

The lettering (Pls. 7, 8)
Coins are, apart from all else, also objects displaying art. As 
such they have iconographic and stylistic traits. Working in 
one or another style was a matter of choice, whether conscious 
or subconscious. A description of the style used is therefore 
part of the basic description of a coin just like a description of 
its other constituent traits. In the Hellenistic period many dif-
ferent styles existed both simultaneously and over time. The 
same stylistic traits do not necessarily mean contemporaneity 
and different styles may be contemporaneous. Therefore any 
interpretation of stylistic traits must be made with care. This 
is also true for stylistic comparisons of the lettering. All the 
same the results of a stylistic analysis form part of the basic 
description of an issue as the motives on all coins display sty-
listic traits. An analysis will show whether the stylistic traits 
observed on the coins under discussion also appear in other 
issues from the period/s concerned. Together with a careful 
description of the iconographic details, the study of a certain 
coin’s style also forms the basis for stamp identification. 

The lettering on the Apollo/lyre hemidrachm with the 
name Diotimos, no. 36 (all letters are clear) is close to that on 
certain coins on two other issues: the first two coins from the 
preceding issue of young Herakles/crab, club hemidrachms 
(HI XIII), with name Diogenes,185 and the “Persic” weight 
hemidrachm, KH 2007, C6 also with the name Diogenes 
(Pl. 7). Diotimos and Diogenes allow an exact comparison 
of their first three letters, and most of the letters in the eth-
nic (ΚΩΙΟΝ on the young Herakles hemidrachms, ΚΩΙ on 
the “Persic” weight hemidrachm, and ΚΩΙΩΝ on the Apollo 
hemidrachms) can also be compared.

Firstly, the more general characteristics. On the Diotimos 
hemidrachm the strokes are fairly thick,186 ending in dots, or, 
on the iota, short and thick transverse bars. Delta, mu and nu 
are broad. Omikron is very small and omega just about as large 

185 Athens NM, nos. 169 and 172 from the IGCH 1308 hoard. This 
hoard contains 17 coins with the name of Diogenes showing different 
styles of lettering. Probably several die-cutters worked with him during 
his period of office.
186 The contours of the letters appear to be somewhat blurred, indicating 
that the die was well used when this coin was struck.
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as the other letters. On the three Diogenes coins the strokes 
are fairly thick on KH 2007 C6, and thinner on the two young 
Herakles/crab, club hemidrachms. The strokes end in dots.

Specific similarities: The kappas of the ethnic on the Dio-
timos coin and on the hemidrachm Athens NM 172 are close. 
The vertical stroke leans outwards and goes well below the end 
of the lower oblique stroke. The omega is open and almost of 
the same size as the other letters. The stroke of the iota is thick. 
The nu in both is very broad and the oblique stroke ends well 
above the bottom end of the right vertical stroke. The most 
interesting comparison, however, is between the second and 
third letters of the name, ΙΟ. The first letter is followed by a 
longish iota and a very small, highly placed omikron. The fol-
lowing letters are broad and well spaced. As many details are 
close, the dies may have been cut by the same die-engraver.

Two other coins show close similarities in the style of the 
lettering: the Apollo hemidrachm no. 3 and Höghammar 
2007 C5 (probably dating to 201–200), both with the name 
Agesias (Pl. 8).187 They share the same general characteristics 
with broad strokes ending either in thick “pellets”, or in short 
broad cross-strokes, or something in between. This style is dis-
similar to the lettering on the other coins in the Höghammar 
2007 C issue, but resembles that on some other coins in the 
Apollo issue, my group A with the reverse nu (see above). The 
letters in both issues have a clumsy look.

Some letters also show specific similarities. The kappa has 
short oblique strokes and the omega consists of an open half 
circle with, below it, a clearly discontinuous horizontal line 
ending in marked cross-strokes.188 The lettering of the name 
is not as easy to compare as the reverse of the Apollo coin is 
quite worn, but the general shape of the letters can be made 
out. All the letters in the name on the two coins resemble one 
another closely. Alpha, gamma, eta and sigma are broad and 
of just about the same height. The similarities are such that in 
my opinion the dies may well have been cut by the same hand. 

187 Agesias occurs 15 times in the PHI database. The name is thus nei-
ther rare nor common.
188 Three other Apollo hemidrachms (nos. 5, 10 and 29) and one Herak-
les/incuse drachm (no. 32) show this type of omega. The die-cutter of the 
hemidrachms is the same who cuts a reversed nu. This type of omega also 
appears in the Asklepios/incuse issue, for instance ANS 1960.170337, 
1960.170344, 1960.170346–48, 1960.170352. I have also looked at the 
lettering on photos of about 80 coins belonging to the bronze issue HI 
XXI, head of Asklepios/snakestaff, which is dated c. 200–180 and found 
no parallel (the Bourinna hoard, Toulanta-Parisidou 2006– Kos museum 
coins, BN Paris, Münzkabinett Berlin, the Ashmolean, Oxford and a few 
coins from the BM London). This is well under half of the known coin 
coins in this issue, but it suggests that this particular shape of the omega 
was rather unusual as I have found no such shape among other coins ex-
amined.

Stylistic comparisons of the obverse motif (Pl. 9)
The obverse die O10 of the young Herakles/incuse issue shows 
close stylistic similarities with the Herakles head on Högham-
mar 2007 A6, probably dating to 201–200. The locks of the 
lion’s mane are arranged in the same way and the lion-skin 
ends just below the Adam’s apple on the throat. The ears have 
just about the same shape, a thick oval. In both the line above 
the eye, starting at the nose ridge is roughly horizontal with 
a sharp downwards bend (about 90°) at the outer end of the 
eye, then going down. Also the wide-open eye with a thick 
marked lower eye line is very similar. The forehead shows a 
broken profile with a big bulge at the eyebrows. Also the pro-
file of the nose shows a marked bulge. These specific traits ap-
pear in both issues. The horizontal line of the nose, from the 
tip to where the nostrils join the cheeks, has the same shape in 
both dies, as do the lips. One should be careful when making 
stylistic comparisons, but here the similarities seen in so many 
of the details indicate that it was the same person cutting the 
dies.

The many similarities with the Höghammar 2007 issues A 
and C with a suggested date of c. 200 are noteworthy. In is-
sue A issue we have the same name, Agesias, and the stylistic 
closeness demonstrated above. There is also the appearance of 
a square incuse in coin A9. In issue C we have the similarity 
of the lettering, the name Agesias, and the appearance of the 
control letter A. It appears as if Höghammar 2007 issues A 
and C may well have been minted close in time to the Herak-
les/incuse, Apollo/lyre issues. 

THe dATIng—SuMMARy And COnCLuSIOn

Until the 1990s the view that the issues belonged to the mid-
dle or the late 2nd century prevailed. The examination of the 
arguments presented for these datings shows that the basis 
was erroneous. In their discussions, Ashton in the late 1990s, 
and Ingvaldsen in 2002 assume that the Koan plinthophoroi 
must imitate the Rhodian and that they thus have to be some-
what later. As both Requier and Ingvaldsen now agree that 
Koan silver with a shallow square incuse (some examples in 
HI XIV), was minted in an intermediate technique already by 
the 3rd century and we have a plinthophoric coin, Högham-
mar 2007 A9, dated probably c. 200, this assumption is most 
likely mistaken.189

The heavier weight standard of the Koan plinthophoric is-
sue as compared to the Rhodian suggests that it is the earlier. 
Both it and the diameter of the flan indicate that the two is-

189 Even should the Koan Herakles/incuse drachms imitate the Rhodian 
plinthophoric issues, the present dating of the latter to the mid-190s al-
lows a date in the same decade for the Koan issue.
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sues were minted quite soon after the ending of HI XII and 
XIII in c. 200.

Their appearance in IGCH 1320 puts the two issues in a 
context of Koan and Kalymnian silver and bronze dating to 
the middle to late 3rd century/c. 200. The latest externally 
dated coins in the hoard are the two Rhodian hemidrachms 
which now, with Meadows’s new dating of the Mektepini 
hoard, most probably are to be dated c. 190. Two coins be-
longing to the bronze issue HI XIX, also represented in the 
hoard, were found on the agora of Athens in two different 
datable contexts, both support a dating at the end of the 3rd/ 
beginning of the 2nd century for this issue.

Almost 400 bronze coins from the 3rd and the early 
2nd century were found in the German excavations of the 
Asklepieion. The coins dating c. 250–200 are far more nu-
merous than those dated to the early 2nd century. The best 
explanation is the earthquake of 198 which must have cut the 
number of visitors to the Asklepieion in the 190s drastically. 
This agrees with and strengthens the dating suggested by Gi-
annikouri and Stefanaki for the bronze issues also present in 
IGCH 1320.

Several names show probable connections with other is-
sues. Three to five homonyms occur in issues HI XIX (c. 
210–190/80), HI XXI (c. 200/195–180) and the Asklepios/
incuse silver issue.

The inscription PH 10 dating to 201/0 has two donors 
with their respective patronymics whose names are also found 
on the coins. A third homonymic name and patronymic is 
found in two other inscriptions, one dating to c. 200 and one 
to c. 180. As the name, Thrasyandros, is rare, both probably 
refer to the same man; in the first he would be a grown man, 
in the second an older man. His old age in c. 180 excludes his 
father being an active moneyer at that time. Should the hom-
onyms refer to the same persons this is a strong indication of a 
date close to c. 200 for the issues.

Stylistic traits in the Herakles head and in the lettering 
find close parallels in other Koan issues from c. 200, indicating 
that the same die-cutters may have been at work.

Thus, technical, hoard and onomastic evidence point to 
a dating in the 190s. This is supported by circumstantial and 
stylistic indications also agreeing with a date in that decade. 
My conclusion is that, on present evidence, the issues should 
be dated to the 190s.

Historical events c. 200 and  
in the early 2nd century
We know from inscriptions that the Koans were heavily in-
volved in the war against king Philip V of Macedonia in 
201/00 and that he attacked the island and landed troops 

there. The Koans repelled him and we see from the inscrip-
tions the effort this involved and the pride they took in their 
success. In this war the Koans were formally allied to Rhodes 
and participated with their own ships in the sea-war. The im-
pression given by the inscriptions is that the war taxed the re-
sources of Kos and Kalymnos heavily.190 The Kalymnians also 
appear to have been successful in their struggle against Philip 
V. Somewhat earlier, in the decade c. 220–210, they had been 
incorporated into the polis of the Koans.191 During the war 
Kalymnos was briefly separated from, and then reincorpo-
rated into the Koan state,192 probably as early as the autumn of 
201 and hardly later than the spring of 200 when Philip V had 
returned to Macedonia. Earlier, during most of the 3rd cen-
tury, the Kalymnians had been under Ptolemaic hegemony.193 

By 200 Philip V had taken Ephesos, Samos and Miletos 
in Ionia. In Caria he had captured the coastal poleis Iasos and 
Bargylia north-east of Kos. He controlled Nisyros just south 
of the island and had conquered all or most of the Rhodian 
Peraia as well as several inland poleis in Caria. Even after his 
return to Macedonia his military presence in the region was 
strong. Iasos and Bargylia were held by Macedonian troops 
until 197–196. The Rhodians launched a campaign to re-
conquer the Peraia between 201 and 198.194 As part of the 
anti-Macedonian alliance the Koans must have continued 
their war efforts after 200. The deposit IGCH 1320 found on 
Kalymnos with its mixed contents of Koan, Kalymnian and 
Rhodian coins could reflect an alliance where otherwise strict-
ly national coins have been brought together.

The honorary statue of Flamininus, commander of the Ro-
man forces in Greece, voted by the Koan demos and erected in 
the Asklepieion, strengthens the picture of continued Koan 
involvement in the war which ended with the defeat of Philip 
V at Kynoskephalai in 197 and the formal peace in 196. The 
statue was erected when Flamininus was consul (στρατηγὸς 
ὕπατος), i.e. not earlier than 198, and the reason given is his 
aretê and goodness towards the demos of the Koans, the allies 
and the Greeks. The mention of allies (συμμάχος) suggests that 
the Koans were still at war.195

In 198, the south-eastern Aegean was hit by a devastating 
earthquake, Kos being one of many poleis affected. In the 190s 

190 Sherwin-White 1978, 120–124; Baker 1991, 30–68; SIG3 569.8–
10, 12–15, 33–34. See also, for Kos, PH 10, and for Kalymnos, Segre 
1944–1945, no. 85, both collections of money for war purposes.
191 Habicht 2007, 140–141. 
192 Sherwin-White 1978, 124–129; Holleaux, EE IV, 222–224, 292–
293.
193 Sherwin-White 1978, 114–121.
194 Ma 2000, 76–81 with further references.
195 Höghammar 1993, 155, cat. no. 45 with further references.
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and later, the state and private individuals must have struggled 
to rebuild public buildings and private housing.196

In 197, presumably using the opportunity provided by the 
destruction caused by the earthquake, Antiochos III’s fleet ad-
vanced along the western seaboard of Asia Minor and took 
control over many Greek cities in the area. The Rhodians al-
lowed him passage after negotiations in which he promised 
not to disturb Rhodes or any Rhodian allies. The kingdom of 
Pergamon was, however, drastically reduced.197 The Koans, 
as allies of Rhodes, do not appear to have been affected di-
rectly by Antiochos’s advance and probably concentrated on 
rebuilding their polis.

In 192, war broke out again, this time between Antiochos 
and an alliance formed by Rhodes, Pergamon and Rome. The 
Koans participated in this conflict which ended in 189; to-
gether with the Rhodians they fought at the battle of Samos, 
where only seven ships, two Koan and five Rhodian, escaped 
disaster.198 The peace of Apamea settled the war in 188.

The Koans must have had a standing navy in this period as 
the liturgy of trierarchos is often mentioned in contemporary 
inscriptions.199 We also know that there was a Koan nauarchos, 
i.e. an admiral.200

In the 180s the Koans probably took part in yet another 
war, that of king Eumenes II against the Gauls and Bithynia, 
fought 186–183. Several Koan inscriptions as well as the ar-
chitecture of the rebuilt Asklepieion show close contacts be-
tween Kos and Pergamon. The new large temple on its upper-
most terrace could have been a replica of a Pergamene original 
donated by Eumenes II.201 Three inscriptions taken together 
make a strong case for a Koan war in this decade. The first 
two concern Eumenes II. An inscription in the Asklepieion 
shows that there was a priestess of king Eumenes II on Kos, 

196 Justinus, who probably lived in the later 2nd to early 3rd century AD, 
wrote: “That same year [198 BC] there was an earthquake between the 
islands of Thera and Therasia” … “Also, on that day, in Asia, the same 
earthquake struck Rhodes and many other cities, causing catastrophic 
damage as it levelled buildings and swallowing some cities whole” ( Justi-
nus 30.4). A Koan inscription dating to 196 (ED 178, ll. 31–32 in Segre 
1993) mentions an earthquake which has taken place, presumably the 
same one. 
197 Livius 33.19–20; Ma 2000, 82–92.
198 Livius 37.11; Sherwin-White 131–132.
199 As pointed out by Parker and Obbink, the existence of the liturgy of 
trierarchia, i.e. the provision of money for, and supervision of, the build-
ing of a warship, is attested in documents concerning the sale of priest-
hoods. Eight include mention of a trierarchia and date from the early 
3rd to the 1st century. The clause mentioning trierarchia concerns the 
liturgies from which the incumbents of the priesthoods could not expect 
to be excepted. As the trierarchy occurs in almost half of this group of 
inscriptions (while others are fragmentary and lack the part concerning 
this clause), it should be regarded as one of the most important liturgies. 
Parker & Obbink 2000, 415–449; 2001a, 229–252; 2001b, 253–275.
200 Sherwin-White 1978, 209.
201 Schwandner 1990a, 93; 1990b, 43, n. 13; Höghammar 1993, 25.

and another inscription tells us of a cult of Eumenes Soter (the 
Saviour).202 The fact that Eumenes II had an official cult in 
the independent polis of Kos and was hailed as Soter by the 
Koans points to a potentially grave danger which he helped 
avert.203 In his First Galatian War the king fought not only 
the Gauls, but also their ally, the Bithynian king, who had a 
strong navy. We know that this navy attacked the Pergamene 
coast, and from these inscriptions it appears that the Bithyn-
ian navy may also have threatened Kos. The third inscription 
is an epidosis, a list of contributors to a collection of money to 
help protect the polis and the fortified places.204 The editors, 
Hallof & Habicht, concluded that the Koans were at war and 
dated the inscription to 180/175. It could, however, be just a 
little earlier, c. 185–180, this fits the onomastic evidence on 
which the chronological arguments are built.205 An attack by 
the Bithynian navy which the Pergamene king helped avert 
would fit the evidence of all three inscriptions and the picture 
we have of close and cordial relations between Kos and Per-
gamon in the 180s.

The two following decades appear to have been more 
peaceful as the Koans, like the Rhodians, remained neutral in 
the Third Macedonian War, 171–168. As this war was fought 
on the Greek mainland it did not threaten the Koans directly.

The inscriptions show that the Koans were as heavily in-
volved in the international struggles in this region as the 
Rhodians. Their contribution was not on the same scale since 
Kos was a smaller polis, but proportionately their involvement 
and its effect on their economy would be similar. Ashton has 
shown that the production of Rhodian coins peaked in the 
period around 200.206 As compared with the previous period 
c. 230–205 the yearly output more than trebled, and was, in 
fact, the highest average ever for the Rhodians down to the 
start of the plinthophoroi. We should therefore expect a high 
output of Koan silver in the early 2nd century to cover not 
only the expenses of the wars, but also the cost of reconstruc-
tion after the earthquake in 198. The rebuilding programme 
after the destruction would demand heavy expenditure, not 

202 For the priestess see Höghammar 1993, no. 65 with further refer-
ences. For the cult see Bosnakis & Hallof 2005, 251–256, no. 23 or SEG 
55, no. 926.
203 Höghammar 1993, 22–26, esp. p. 24, n.17 and 18 for discussion 
of the use of the epithet soter in an official cult by an independent polis 
and for further references. According to both Habicht (1970, 168) and 
Gauthier (1985, 46) the introduction of a cult of a person was caused by 
an action of utmost importance to the polis concerned.
204 Hallof & Habicht 1998, no. 26, 157–161.
205 Höghammar 2004, 72–75.
206 The production was measured in the number of didrachm-equiva-
lent dies. For an explanation of this measure see Ashton 2001, 92.
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short and peaked as for a war, but rather more evenly spread 
over a prolonged period of time.207

Summary and conclusions
Both issues under discussion were substantial and minted 
within a short period of time, not more than five to ten years. 
They were almost certainly larger in size than the 3rd cen-
tury issues of Herakles drachms and hemidrachms (HI XII 
and XIII) and similar in intensity to that part of the bearded 
Herakles issue, HI XII, which I have connected with the First 
Kretan War starting in 205. When more exactly, in the early 
2nd century, was the Koan state in need of an output of this 
magnitude and of limited duration?

I see three possible occasions which could have prompted 
a need for the two issues, the later phase of the war against 
Philip V, i.e. after 201/0 down to 197; the war against Antio-
chos III 192–189, and Eumenes IIs’ war against the Galatians 
and Bithynia 186–183 when the Bithynian navy sailed south, 
attacked Pergamon and, if I have interpreted the inscriptions 
correctly, threatened Kos. The last possibility, that they belong 
in the later 180s, is less likely as different chronological indica-
tions point to a date in the first decade of the 2nd century.

The first possibility is the years before the end of the Sec-
ond Macedonian War in 197. As part of the anti-Macedonian 
alliance, the Koans were still at war after 201/0. The earth-
quake of 198 will have compounded the need for coinage, but 
I think it is less likely that the main purpose of these two issues 
was to finance the reconstruction work as they appear to have 
been struck over a very short period of time. Even if they were 
minted just after the earthquake, they must soon have been 

207 At present I think that the Asklepios/incuse silver was minted and 
used within Kos in the first half of the 2nd century to pay for the rebuild-
ing after the earthquake. I cannot discuss this here as it would take up too 
much space. See Höghammar 2010b for some preliminary conclusions.

replaced with another issue. The rebuilding of Kos must have 
taken much longer than just a few years and for this we should 
expect an even larger issue minted over a long period of time 
(several decades).

The second possibility is that the issues were minted for 
and during the war against Antiochos as it took place not that 
long after the events and inscriptions of c. 200. The two Rho-
dian hemidrachms in the IGCH 1320 hoard with a dating of 
c. 190 support this date. 

A date in the early 190s seems preferable however, as the 
technical characteristics show a close relationship to the 3rd 
century issues and as there also seems to be a connection both 
to Koan inscriptions from c. 200 and to Kalymnos and the late 
3rd century Kalymnian issues (the Apollo/lyre motifs, the ver-
tical legends and certain names). Should this be the case, the 
estimated size of the issues shows that the Koans continued 
to be heavily engaged in the Second Macedonian War, also 
after Philip’s departure from the area. The successful defence 
against the Macedonian navy by both Koans and Kalymnians, 
and the reincorporation of Kalymnos may be part of the ex-
planation for the unprecedented choice of the head of Apollo 
on the hemidrachms. Apollo Dalios was the main deity on 
Kalymnos, and to represent him on the Koan hemidrachms 
would be both an acknowledgement of the Kalymnian con-
tribution in the war and a public recognition of their status 
as Koan citizens. A date in the early 190s could also explain 
the short period of striking for the two issues: one might sug-
gest that the foreseeable heavily increased expenses over a pro-
longed period of time, caused by reconstruction work after the 
earthquake in 198, may have led to the withdrawal of both 
issues in order to start another lighter and larger issue in the 
form of the Asklepios/incuse coinage.
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Appendix:
An estimate of the original 
number of obverse dies 
(Figs. 9–12)
WARRen W. eSTy & KeRSTIn HögHAMMAR208

When discussing and contextualizing the output of money 
in ancient states, it is of great interest to have an idea of the 
approximate size of the original issues. When the data is too 
weak to support such calculations an estimation of the origi-
nal number of dies based on the calculation of known dies 
can still be made. As the number of dies and coins in the two 
issues presented in this article are small209 we will limit our-
selves to calculations of estimates of the number of original 
dies. The present samples present us with two clear difficulties. 
One problem is general: the identification of dies is not always 
easy, and different scholars may arrive at somewhat different 
results.210 Another is that, as the number of coins struck by 
each die, the duplicates, in the samples is very low, we cannot 
expect the point estimate of the original number of dies to be 
accurate. In spite of these difficulties the calculations, even on 
scanty data as here, provide us with some rather useful esti-
mates.211

208 Esty is responsible for the calculations and the estimation of their 
reliability and Höghammar for the interpretation of the results.
209 The lists of coins include the material published by Ingvaldsen in 
2002 and a pooling of further data collected by P. Requier, V. Stefanaki 
and K. Höghammar. A search for coins belonging to the two issues has 
been made in major museums. Finds presented to or excavated by the 
local Ephoria, and thus placed in Kos, Kalymnos or Athens, are also in-
cluded. Kos was part of the Ottoman Empire up until the First World 
War, but there are no silver coins minted on Kos in the Istanbul museum. 
Most of the coins in the lists were assembled by Requier. He has cov-
ered the main catalogues in the market from 1993 onwards and only very 
rarely did coins of these two types appear. Thus very few coins of these 
two issues appear on the modern market in contrast to most other Koan 
silver issues.
210 If any dies are misidentified, the given numbers would change slight-
ly, but the below conclusion that there were originally far more dies than 
observed in the sample seems secure.
211 For a discussion of “useful estimates” see de Callataÿ 2005, 73‒74.

The drachms (total number of listed 
coins in issue = 44)212

n = number of coins in sample
d = number of identified dies in sample
d1 = number of dies represented by one coin in sample (num-
ber of singletons)
d2 = number of dies represented by two coins in sample
d3 = number of dies represented by three coins in sample
etc

Obverse dies Reverse dies
n=41 n=39
d=23 d=29
d1=16 d1=28
d2=4 d2=1
d3=2
d11=1

In the case of the drachms, it is clear that the eleven coins 
from one die-pair (coin nos. 15–25) entered the sample in a 
non-random manner. If estimation formulas are to be used we 
should reduce the count of the number of coins by the num-
ber of obvious non-random duplicates,213 in this case probably 
ten, but conservatively at least seven. Using seven, the number 
of coins in the sample of obverse dies is reduced from 41 to 34 
with 23 different dies and 16 singletons.

The point estimate of the obverse die coverage is only 53% 
and an unreliable point estimate of the original number of dies 
is 71214 with an extremely wide “95%” confidence interval of 
39 to 139.215 This means that we think we have seen the dies 
responsible for about 53% of the coins produced and the un-
reliable estimate of the original number of obverse dies is 71, 
but, with 95% confidence, it could be any figure from 39 to 
139.

The reverse die coverage estimate is only 13% and a point 
estimate of the number of reverse dies can only be mislead-
ing because there are too few duplicates. Using Esty’s 1978 
article on estimating the number of dies when there are few 
duplicates,216 we can be 95% confident that there were at least 
88 reverse dies and it is likely there were many more.

The main conclusion to be drawn is that the original num-
ber of obverse dies almost certainly was 39 or more, probably 
rather higher than 39, i.e. considerably more than the 23 dies 

212 As there are some coins in such a bad condition that their dies can-
not be identified, the listed number of coins is higher than the number of 
coins in the sample.
213 Esty 2006, 362.
214 Calculation according to Esty 2011, 46, formula 1.
215 Calculation according to Esty 2006, 360, formula 4.
216 Esty 1978, 302.
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known from the sample. This strongly indicates that the issue 
originally was very much larger than what one would expect 
from the small number of coins known to us.

The hemidrachms (total number  
of listed coins = 45)
Obverse dies  Reverse dies
n=39  n=38
d=25  d=36

d1=17  d1=34
d2=5 (or 7)  d2=2
d3=1
d4=1 (or 0)
d5=1

The obverse die coverage point estimate is 56%, that is, we 
think we have seen the dies responsible for about 56% of the 

coins produced.217 The wide range of the obverse die coverage 
point estimate shows the uncertainty of the estimate. The un-
reliable point estimate of the original number of obverse dies 
is 70, with an, again very wide, “95%” confidence interval of 
40 to 125. This means that, almost certainly, the lowest num-
ber of obverse dies was 40, but most likely it was considerably 
higher. Again this figure can be compared (and contrasted) 
with the 25 dies known from the sample.

The reverse die coverage estimate is only 11% and again a 
point estimate of the number of reverse dies can only be mis-
leading because there are too few duplicates. We can be 95% 
confident there were at least 103 reverse dies and it is likely 
there many more.218

Just as for the drachms the conclusion is that, almost cer-
tainly, the issue was much larger than what could at first be 
expected from the small number of coins known to us.

217 Calculation according to Esty 2006, 360, formula 5.
218 Esty 1978, 302.

Fig. 9. Obverse die frequencies, drachms. Fig. 10. Reverse die frequencies, drachms.

Fig. 12. Reverse die frequencies, hemidrachms.Fig. 11. Obverse die frequencies, hemidrachms.
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Pl. 1. Young Herakles/incuse drachms. Coins nos. 1–3, 5–13, scale 2:1, except no. 7, 1:1.
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Pl. 2. Young Herakles/incuse drachms. Coins nos. 14–21, 26–27, 30–31, scale 2:1, except nos. 14 & 19, 1:1.
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Pl. 3. Young Herakles/incuse drachms. Coins nos. 33–36, 38–40, 42–43, scale 2:1 except nos. 39 & 40, 1:1.
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Pl. 4. Apollo/lyre hemidrachms. Coins nos. 1, 3–13, scale 2:1.
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Pl. 5. Apollo/lyre hemidrachms. Coins nos. 14–26, scale 2:1, except no. 19, 1:1.
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Pl. 6. Apollo/lyre hemidrachms. Coins nos. 27–28, 32–33, 36–40, 42–45, scale 2:1, except nos 42 & 44, scale 1:1.
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Pl. 8. A comparison of lettering, hemidrachms, HI XIII, Athens NM, Apol-
lo hemidrachm no. 36 and “Persic” hemidrachm, Höghammar 2007 C6.

Pl. 9. A comparison of lettering in ethnic and the name Agesias, “Persic” 
weight hemidrachm, Höghammar 2007 C5, and Apollo hemidrachm no. 3.

Pl. 10. A stylistic comparison of the Young Herakles head, Höghammar 
2007 A6, and Herakles/incuse drachm, no. 17.

Pl. 7. Höghammar 2007, no. A9 (Berlin 18205802).
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